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Abstract
Water scarcity is a global issue that is rapidly worsening. The domestic sector is one of the
fastest-growing segments of world water usage. Many researchers have explored various approaches
to promote sustainable uses of water, with Greywater (GW) recycling and utilization of innovative
plumbing fixtures among the methods presented to reduce freshwater consumption for domestic
usage. Nonetheless, previous studies have dealt with both means independently, with limited analysis
of the integrated effect of utilizing GW recycling with innovative plumbing fixtures, both on quality of
supplied water, as well as on cost of the integrated system.
Accordingly, this research aims at improving the efficiency of water usage in residential
buildings, through the development of a mathematical optimization model that utilizes a
comprehensive database in order to select the most appropriate GW recycling system, plumbing
fixtures, and system components with the aim of improving water quality, minimizing water usage
and reducing cost. The developed model is divided into three main modules: inputs, water flow, and
annual worth quantification. The user is required to specify certain inputs that define parameters
related to the building, its surrounding landscape, as well as economical parameters. Based on such
information, the model determines the suitable fixtures’ types for each water appliance, and the
feasibility of utilizing GW recycling along with determining; the water source to be recycled and the
treatment system type to be used, with the objective of minimizing both the total annual worth and
the utilized potable water quantity.
The model was verified on a case study and sensitivity analysis was performed to explore the
impact of changing major input factors on the total annual cost. A factorial design examining both two
and three-factor interactions was used. The number of residents and the annual increase of water
tariffs factors showed the most significant impact on the total annual worth accounting for 55% and
43.7% of total variability, respectively. Furthermore, The model was validated by comparing its results
with a previous study conducted in the United Kingdom, where the developed model led to a
significant reduction in the lifecycle cost of the decentralized water system in residential buildings and
attained freshwater savings of 58.17%.
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Chapter (1)
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background:
The vital resource the ancient people were looking for in order to settle in a certain area was
finding a source of potable water. The suitability and the availability of this source will allow them to
settle for a longer period to build their civilization because water is crucial to the existence of all living
organisms. However, nowadays, due to enormous population growth, misuse of water, and increase
in pollution, many countries are facing water scarcity. Wachman (2007) claims that “water becomes
the new oil as the world runs dry”.
The UN reports that currently around 3 billion people are living in countries that suffer from
water shortage, and this serious problem is expected to expand affecting more than 5 billion people
by 2050 (WWAP, 2018). Most countries that suffer from this scarcity are arid or semi-arid, which are
primarily located in Africa and the Middle East. Water withdrawal can be classified per sector usage:
the agriculture sector is the biggest water consumer followed by the industrial and then the domestic
sector (EEA,2021). However, the growth rate of the domestic sector increased more than 600% from
1960 to 2014, which substantially exceeds the rates of other sectors (Otto & Schleifer, 2020). The
inefficient consumption and disposal rates of this rare resource are imposing a substantial negative
impact on the ecosystem, global economics, and public health. Consequently, various conservation
techniques for utilizing water in urban and domestic environments are needed to perceive this
valuable resource. Some of the current approaches are promoting efficient water utilization and
conservation techniques, as well as utilizing other water sources like water desalination, and the reuse
of rainwater or recycling wastewater. Conservation strategies usually include programs that persuade
consumers to reduce water usage. Nonetheless, the efficiency usage accounts for a good allocation
based on the concept of “doing more with less water” like using water-saving devices. These water
efficiency fixtures can achieve the required task with less water such as using less water for flushing.
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Wastewater is a huge water resource as it is directly related to the population size;
nonetheless, this precious resource is not efficiently utilized. According to WWDR (2020), around 80%
of the world’s wastewater is not recycled. Wastewater utilization depends mainly on its quality after
treatment. A considerable share of the generated wastewater is greywater which includes all water
produced from household sources except from toilet flushing and kitchen discharges. Grey Water
(GW) is currently recycled to cut domestic water consumption, accounting for 12% of the world's
annual water usage (UN-Water, 2019). It is recycled and reused in applications that do not need
potable water, such as flushing, garden irrigation, and others.
Moreover, buildings and landscape irrigations substantially impact the environment and
account for a significant portion of freshwater consumption and wastewater generation. Although
buildings consume a large amount of water throughout their entire lifecycle from construction till the
demolition phase, the operational phase accounts for the highest water usage (Amado & Barroso,
2013). Thus, selecting the appropriate water management scheme is critical to efficiently govern
water in buildings and can implicitly decrease the demand for potable water.

1.2 Water efficiency in green buildings:
Green architecture is the trending approach and key savior for generating both resourceefficient and ecologically friendly structures. Many institutions have introduced a rating system to
assess the environmental aspects, based on their types, like water and energy conservation, material
efficiency, and others. The well-known system performance measurements are the Building Research
Establishment Environmental Assessment Methods (BREEAM) and Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED), which were developed by the U.K. Building Research Establishment
(BRE) and U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), respectively. The rating is divided into several
categories to cover all the environmental aspects of buildings, and each category is sorted into
subcategories. For instance, the LEED splits the water efficiency into reducing indoor water use,
outdoor water uses, and adding water metering. Points are awarded based on the savings of potable
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water percentage from a standard base. In order to achieve a high rating, the reduction of potable
water must attain more than 50%. This significant conservation includes using efficient microcomponents types, utilizing wastewater recycling, and applying irrigation-saving technologies for
efficient plant watering (USGBC, 2020).
The water efficiency in the LEED rating accounts for only around 11% of the total points awarded
(USGBC,2020). While, in water-stressed countries, the water efficacy should account for a much larger
portion. For example, the Egyptian Green Pyramid Rating System (EGPRS) sets a 30% weight on the
water efficiency category, which is the highest score of all environmental aspects (EGPS,2011). It can
be observed that the arid or semi-arid countries that suffer from water scarcity set a significant portion
of their green standard’s score on water efficiency. Therefore, urban water management, especially
for buildings, is a vital area that should be properly managed. If water is efficiently managed, it will
help realize better fresh water allocation from the municipality. In addition, the reduction in
wastewater will lower the stress on the sewer lines and the overall urban infrastructure. Furthermore,
applying the optimized water system for buildings can substantially narrow the gap between
freshwater supply and demand.

1.3 Problem statement:
The traditional water flow system in residential buildings imposes losses of water. Figure 1
presents a flowchart for the conventional water flow in an average income family residence. As shown,
all the water generated from the different fixtures and equipment is only used once, and then it is
dumped into the sewer lines. In order to achieve the recommended water efficiency levels in
residential buildings, alternative sources of such as utilizing greywater systems and/or rainwater
harvesting should be utilized in addition to water savings devices (Taylor,2007). Rainwater usually
requires a limited treatment process, yet it does not offer a continuous and reliable supply like GW.
Therefore, this study will only focus on GW. Many interrelated aspects should be addressed in the
building environment, typically in the design phase of the project, to encompass the whole water cycle
4

and develop a lifecycle-efficient water system. With increasing domestic growth rates and water
scarcity worldwide, there is a need for a tool that could fulfill the demands while preserving water.
Researches have covered many aspects related to urban water management problems. However,
evaluating the balance between the cost of GW treatment while satisfying the water reuse
requirements needs further investigation (Zhu et al., 2018). Moreover, according to the literature,
there is a need for a well-developed optimization tool to explicitly assess the sustainable aspects and
examine various factors.
Furthermore, although there are many water conservation technologies offered, the
appropriate quantification and selection of the suitable saving parameters based on the user objective
require deeper examination. For instance, integrating the effect of various fixture types on the
produced GW, in terms of quantity and quality, while satisfying the required demands over time is not
usually included in the optimization problems. Moreover, monitoring water flow and quality through
the system to determine the capacities of the GW storage tanks with ensuring providing sufficient
reuse quality daily is also not commonly considered. Additionally, the previously developed urban
water management models are limited in estimating the irrigation demand based on the irrigated
area, plant type, and location. Accordingly, developing a comprehensive optimization model that
considers all these parameters would be of great benefit to the developers and communities .
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Figure 1: Conventional water flow of the residential house

1.4 Research Objective:
The primary objective of this research is to improve the efficiency of water usage in residential
buildings. This will be done through:
1. Developing and applying a mathematical model to select:
a. The plumbing fixtures type of each use.
b. The identification of GW sources to be recycled for flushing and irrigation based on
the consumption rates and irrigated plants types.
c. The GW treatment system type that balances between its efficiency and cost.
2. Validate and test the model to demonstrate the utility of using optimization in the design and
operation of residential water systems.

1.5 Research Methodology:
This research will be developed through six phases that include:
1- Review the literature on the water management models and investigate various water
conservation technologies.
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2- Classify water sources based on the outputted quality and track the water flow through the
system.
3- Develop a user-friendly mathematical model with a graphical depiction of the results.
4- Develop a database for various water appliances to build the model’s library.
5- Apply the developed model on several case studies and compare the results with other
models.
6- Demonstrate the capabilities of using mathematical modeling in solving the water
management problem by performing computational works to examine the sensitivity of some
influential factors.

1.6 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized into five main chapters.
Chapter 1 describes the water efficiency aspects and recycling alternatives in buildings,
identifies the problem statement, and sets the research objectives.
Chapter 2 covers a review of the literature on the current decision tools for urban water
management problems starting with the calculation of residents' consumption, evaluation of different
GW system types, assessment of various water management systems, and past development and
applications of optimization tools.
Chapter 3 discusses the model formulation and its mathematical relationships, as well as the
coding of the model using CPLEX tool, and the solution approach used by the CPLEX software, in order
to solve the problem.
Chapter 4, the model is tested and extensive computational work including the use of sensitivity
analysis and factorial design cases is conducted to analyze the effect of interactions among various
factors. Moreover, the model is validated and tested using a case study adopted from literature. The
results are compared and analyzed to validate the model.
7

Chapter 5 provides the research summary in addition to the limitations of the study and
recommendations for future research.
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2

Chapter 2: Literature Review:

2.1 Introduction:
Multiple research has been conducted to examine various water conservation aspects in
construction. Buildings and landscape watering account for a significant share of worldwide water
usage. Therefore, many studies have successfully tackled these areas, particularly for buildings and
their surrounding gardens. Several water conservation parameters have been introduced through the
years from examining various micro-components types, recycling, and reusing of water. Most of these
techniques are affected by the sustainability pillars: economical, environmental, and social aspects.
Consequently, it is vital to determine the appropriate water system which acknowledges all or some
of these factors. In this chapter, previous research has been categorized under four main sections:
techniques used to determine the end-use water demands, assessments of various GW water
recycling systems, investigation of the efficiency of various water systems, and decision tools applied
to solve the water management problem.

2.2 End-use water demand:
The water consumption of any building differs significantly according to many factors such as
climate conditions, the number of residents, their average income, age, and daily behavior or habits (
Bennett et.al, 2013). The average expected water demand can be calculated through one of the
following approaches:

2.2.1 Mathematical technique:
An example of the mathematical approach is Morales et.al (2013), which shows the
development of a linear programming model to determine the appropriate retrofitting water fixtures’
types/machines used for a specific zone in a project. The consumption was calculated by multiplying
the average use per fixture by the average flow rate. The objective of the model was to define the
micro-component end-use types that increase the acquired gains due to water, energy, and
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wastewater tariffs savings compared with the current expenses incurred. Moreover, some Green
buildings rating systems, LEED and BREEAM, utilize this technique in estimating the indoor water
savings credits based on the annual saved quantities (Indoor water use reduction,2020) and (Internal
Water Use, 2020).

2.2.2 Artificial neural network (ANN):
An example of the ANN is Bennett et.al (2013) that attempt to predict the end-use water
demand for houses using ANN. The model integrates many controlling inputs like the number of
adults, teenagers, children, income, water appliance type, and location. A set of data was used to train
and validate the model. The model provides a moderate estimation accuracy as the Coefficient of
Determination (R2) varies from 0.33 for different uses to 0.6 for the shower. However, the bath-tub
prediction was not reliable with an R2 of 0.21. The model was used to assess the possible savings for
a city due to retrofitting the currently used fixtures with water-efficient devices.

2.2.3 Stochastic approach:
Moreover, others have applied the simulation modeling technique. Blokker (2010) has
developed a stochastic model based on statistical data obtained from surveys. The frequency of uses,
duration, and flow rate of each fixture was represented by a certain probability distribution. Various
factors were considered such as number, gender, age, and daily routines of households. The
developed model provided highly reliable results. For example, it has an R2 higher than 0.7 for
predicting the maximum and average daily flow for an office building case.
Conclusively, each consumption calculation technique has its pros and cons. One supports the
average usage as a static consumption over the day. Others emphasize the prediction of future usages
based on statistical data. Nonetheless, all of these methods have provided a logical consumption level.
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2.3 Greywater system:
2.3.1 GW source classification:
The source of GW defines the water in terms of quality and quantity. Water quality is briefly
discussed in this part because it is such a vast and complicated term. The quality defines the pollutant
level of water and directly determines whether it is fit for its purpose or not. It is expressed through
some physical, chemical, and biological characteristics (Flanagan, 2001). It is illustrated as follows:


Physical characteristics determine how clear is the water. It is usually expressed by some
indicators such as color, total suspended solids (TSS), turbidity, odor, and others.





Chemical characteristics include some features like:
o

BOD: measures the biodegradable organics in the water.

o

COD: specifies the number of organic pollutants in the water.

o

Others such as pH, phosphate, chlorine, nitrogen,……etc.

Biological characteristics concern the presence of algae, bacteria, and viruses. It includes some
indicators as FC, E. coli, and others.
The GW is divided into light and heavily contaminated levels. The light greywater includes all

the household water sources except the kitchen sink and dishwasher, which consider heavy GW
(Friedler and Hadari, 2006).

2.3.2 Treatment systems and Reuse:
The treatment unit of the greywater is a crucial part of the system, and its efficiency directly
controls the intended reuse options. The GW technologies should regularly produce a safe and
suitable quality to meet the mandatory reuse standards. There are various types of treatment
mechanisms, such as simple, physical, chemical, biological, and advanced or hybrid treatment. Each
of these systems varies in terms of scale, performance, units included, and efficiency. According to
Pidou (2006), the following provides a summary of the treatment’s technologies and its types:
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2.3.2.1

Physical treatment:

Physical options contain the processes of filtration, sedimentation, and are usually followed by
a disinfection unit. The advantage of applying this technology is that it has low capital and operating
cost. Also, it includes some relatively high-cost systems such as Ultra filtration, which could provide a
high level of treatment.
2.3.2.2

Chemical treatment:

The chemical technologies represent the systems that comprise adding of chemicals in the
refining processes. it includes some technologies such as coagulation and others. The chemicals
involved require a constant supply during operation.
2.3.2.3

Biological treatment:

There are many biological treatment types, such as Membrane bioreactor (MBR), Rotating
biological Contractor (RBC), Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR), and others. In most cases, it consumes a
lot of energy and may require regular repair due to membrane replacements. It is previously proven
to provide a satisfactory quality and requires a limited area. According to literature, biological
treatment is one of the most attractive treatment options in urban buildings.
2.3.2.4

Advanced or hybrid treatments:

The advanced systems include a wide range of technologies from a natural-based solution such
as constructed wetland to applying hybrid or mix between various treatment types. The natural-based
treatment is considered a sustainable approach as the wastewater undergoes physical sedimentation
by passing through the shallow surface of artificial aquatic plants to refine the large particles, then it
is followed by sand filtration medium and aerobic metabolism. The constructed wetland can be
performed vertically or horizontally, yet both require a large space. Also, a recently developed hybrid
technology called “fit and forget” doesn’t require chemicals or membrane usage, yet it combines five
technologies to purify the water. However, detailed data is still unavailable about this system
(Waterwise, 2020).
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Each of the previously mentioned technologies has its pros and cons which make it very difficult
to prioritize one system over the other. Thus, some researchers have attempted to select the
treatment system based on many factors. For instance, Ghaitiak and Yadav (2016) have attempted to
prioritize four treatment systems through applying the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). The
assessed treatment units were two-stage sand filtration, and other coagulants’ treatment options, like
alum, poly-aluminum chloride, and ferric chloride. The evaluation criteria considered treatment cost,
automation of the system, and compliance with the reuse standards in restricted access of irrigation.
The water quality indicators were divided into nine sub-criteria which are pH, Tur, Electrical
conductivity, TSS, Oil and grease, BOD5, Borron, Sodium adsorption ration, FC. The AHP accepts a
certain deviation of some quality parameters from the required specifications. The two-stage sand
filtration, poly-aluminum chloride, and ferric chloride treatments were ranked first, second, and third,
respectively, based on the considered weights of decreasing the treatment cost.
Moreover, other research has provided cost analysis of implementing different treatment
systems. Blood C. (2012) has studied the feasibility of applying 4 GW treatment systems in many cities
in the united states. The scrutinized variables were the average water consumption, average yearly
rainwater flow, electricity, water, and sewage rates. Alternating Intermittent Recirculating Reactor
(AIRR), Brac system, RBC, and MBR systems were examined. The AIRR treatment unit was more
economically viable in many cities and has a reasonable payback period in sites which has a large
number of users.
Ultimately, many countries have set the quality criteria for reusing recycled wastewater. There
is some difference between the quality parameter requirements of various states. One of the most
known regulations is the EPA standard which classified the urban reuse to unrestricted reuses and
restricted reuses with defining the application of both as shown in Table 1. (Vuppaladadiyam et al.,
2018)
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Table 1: EPA reuse standards of Urban uses and its applications (Vuppaladadiyam et al., 2018)

Many attempts have been done on greywater treatment which examines the enhancement in
water quality after undergoing certain purification methods, and it is usually studied on a pilot scale
through lab experiments. Then, the recycled water is compared with the water reuse specifications.
However, more research is required to assess the tradeoffs between the treatment costs and meeting
reuse water regulations (Zhu et al, 2018).

2.4 Integrated system:
This section presents a review of the literature on the whole water system that is composed of
various components starting from micro-component water appliances to decentralize and/or
centralize treatment systems. The literature review was divided into two sections: the assessment and
the decision models. Each part presents some of the contributions made in each area.

2.4.1 Assessment of various water management systems:
The water system assessment is usually calculated through introducing a case study to evaluate
the expected water-saving, social and financial aspects. Many research that explored the evaluations
of various water efficiency practices were reviewed.
Friedler (2008) investigated the social acceptance and economic feasibility of applying
greywater in buildings. A questionnaire survey was conducted that showed respondents support the
reuse practices; all reuse options received higher than 75% acceptance. However, reusing in outside
applications was favored over domestic uses. Over 90% of the participants accept reuses of recycled
water in sidewalk and parks irrigation, while around 80% support the recycling options in flushing and
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private gardens irrigations. The recycling procedure collects the light greywater and reuses it in both
flushing and irrigation practices. The greywater system is composed of an RBC treatment unit and two
storage tanks. The economic viability of applying this system in a residential building indicates that in
the year 2025; it will be feasible for buildings of 26 apartments or more. However, the water
consumption of each use was considered constant over time and calculated as a percentage from the
expected standard consumption per capita in the year 2025. Similarly, Mourad et al. (2011) have also
supported the findings that participants accepted reusing of GW in both flushing and irrigation, based
on a conducted questionnaire. Also, the assessed economic analysis was implemented on two
treatment types: artificial wetland and Commercial bio-filter. The results show that artificial wetland
was more cost-effective with a payback period of 3 years, and it saved 36% of potable water.
Moreover, Abd- El-Hamid A. (2013) has depicted various water efficiency techniques that could
be implemented in the Egyptian Red Sea resorts. The author identifies a rating category to evaluate
the expected water-saving and corresponding cost reduction by modifying some water appliances
used. Some retrofitting techniques were recommended in six resorts to maximize water savings.
However, the assessment was based only on one dimension, which is maximizing the water-saving,
while another critical factor such as the cost was only qualitatively analyzed.

2.4.2 Decision tools:
Water systems can be divided into centralized or decentralized systems. The centralized system
is the commonly used infrastructure to distribute water among several buildings or facilities, while the
decentralized system is used to recycle and reuse water within the building scheme. The evaluation
criteria of any system depend on many factors like location, type of water sources and the recipients,
consumption rates, cost, and other environmental aspects (Leong et al., 2019). In order to evaluate
the different systems, decision models are utilized to determine the solution which meets the
intended users’ objectives. Each model is developed to consider various circumstances and different
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solution approaches to the water management problem. Literature offered various models’ as
described below.
Memon et al. (2005) developed a mathematical model to calculate the Lifecycle cost of two
greywater systems that have different capacities. The research attempted to analyze different factors
that affect the LCC of the GW system by conducting a sensitivity analysis. The inspected influential
factors are the discount rate, operational cost, system efficiency, efficient water fixtures, increase in
water tariff, and others. The results illustrated that the larger the system capacity; the more profitable
it could be. For a life of 15 years, the NPV of the bigger system, which serves 40 residents, accounts
for savings when compared to the smaller system that serves only 3 adults and 3 children as shown in
Figure 2. However, the GW is reused only for flushing.

Figure 2: NPV of small and large scale GW system (Memon et al.,2015)

In a different way, a dynamic model was developed by Joustra (2010) to calculate water
consumption and savings for green buildings. The dynamic calculation may reflect a close behavior to
the real situation as some of the variables such as the number of occupants, and frequency of uses
change over time. The model utilizes Stella simulation software to account for the variability in the
different parameters, and compare the determined water saved with the LEED assumption for water
savings of a certain building. The author examined the model on a case study of two school buildings
that have a platinum LEED certification. The outcome demonstrates that the LEED assumption for
water savings calculations was less than the actually saved quantity and determined by the model.
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Other research has integrated dynamic modeling with the heuristic solution approach.
Makropoulos et al. (2008) has developed the Urban Water Optioneering Tool (UWOT) utilizing
Microsoft Excel as a user interface with MATLAB software as simulation and GA optimization engine.
The main components of the model are shown in Figure 3. Many technologies were analyzed starting
from building micro-components to decentralized GW systems on a building scale or centralized
GW/RW treatment systems on a regional scale. Each water savings parameter is defined either
qualitatively or quantitatively by the three sustainability indicators in addition to technical criteria.
Moreover, the model offered an assessment tool for demonstrating the expected demands,
comparing with a benchmark scenario, and expressing the score of each sustainable indicator. Based
on the objective of minimizing potable water demand, the model has determined a near-optimum
solution that saved around 45% from the currently used technologies.

Figure 3:UTOW model components (Makropoulos et al.,2008)

The UWOT has been utilized by Rozos et.al (2010) to assess the potential water savings under
various climate conditions. The two deliberated systems were rainwater harvesting and integration of
rain and greywater reuse systems. The result implies that rainwater harvesting could accomplish
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maximum water saving in the coastal climate while the combined reuse systems were less sensitive
to weather variation, which could cover more than 40% of the required demand. Nevertheless, it does
not investigate the tradeoffs among various water recycled sources in terms of produced quality and
quantity. Also, Rozos et al. (2013) has upgraded the UWOT to include the whole urban water cycle
problem from various water sources to fixtures used in each household. The paper focused on
investigating the optimization capabilities of UWOT and correlating it with the currently used software
by Athens Water Company. The model was utilized to optimize water allocation from different sources
to satisfy each water appliance demand through simulating the daily and seasonal required demands.
It attempts to solve the supply and demand management problems. Nonetheless, due to the
complexity of the problem, the running time of the model was time-consuming and the water quality
was represented by one parameter, BOD5.
Moreover, Bouziotas et al. (2019) have exploited the assessment tool of UWOT on a recently
built district, which has several decentralized units, in the Netherlands. The model quantitatively
expressed output through key performance indicators (KPIs) to be easily interpreted. The KPIs
represent the expected freshwater and wastewater reduction, evaluation of decentralized
enhancement over the conventional option, reliability of the selected scheme, in addition to the
reduction of water runoffs due to rainwater utilization. The GW is reused in laundry and car washing
options, while the rainwater is utilized to complement the required potable demand. The determined
potable water saving for utilizing either RWH or GW is 76%, while for employing both schemes is 97%.
In a more recent study, Khor et al. (2020) established a mathematical optimization model which
defines the water quantity for each operation, based on its type. The model allows water reuse for
various purposes, such as washbasin, laundry, and flushing, as long as it meets the intended reuse
quality. It also triggers water mass load contaminates from the building inlet till disposal. The authors
utilize the mass balance equation to determine the required freshwater quantity, reuse quantity from
each process, and the wastewater amount. The nonlinear model was solved using the SNOPT solver
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offered by The General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) as it can smooth the (non-convexity)
quadratic restrictions of the objective function. The model was validated on a 4 resident household.
Two objectives of minimizing either the freshwater quantity or the operational cost were analyzed.
The freshwater minimization resulted in a significant savings of 81%. While the provided water from
the municipality is reduced by 57.79%, in the cost minimization goal. Nonetheless, the model did not
consider the effect of micro-components types, and it did not evaluate the alternative of either reusing
the greywater or not.

2.4.3 Tradeoffs between different water systems:
The water management problem can be upscaled to evaluate the various system on an urban/
regional scale. Leong et al. (2019) attempted to compare four water systems of a commercial and
residential building located in Malaysia by performing a lifecycle assessment and life cycle cost
analysis. The evaluated systems are centralized water systems, rainwater harvesting (RWH),
greywater recycling (GWR), and a hybrid between the two previous systems. The considered factors
in calculating the LCA and LCC are shown in Figure 4. The research concluded that the optimal system
for the studied commercial building was a hybrid system while for the residential building was the
RWH system. Both selected schemes were based on having the lowest environmental impact,
maximizes water saving, and acceptable cost. The selected options were not cost-effective as they
have a long payback period. However, this study only considers one treatment system for GW.
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Figure 4: Criteria considered in the evaluation of both LCA & LCC (Leong et al.,2019)

In a similar approach, Yerri and Piratla (2019) attempted to compare the estimated benefits
accrue from either implementing regional or onsite GW water treatment systems with their associated
LCC. The satellite GW system collected the GW from the buildings to a nearby regional treatment
facility. The carried-out analysis of utilizing GW reuse in toilet flushing only demonstrates that the LCC
outweighs the estimated benefit in both systems. Moreover, the research defines the most controlling
factors of the capital and operational costs for both scenarios. The dual piping, which connects the
raw GW from the buildings to the treatment system and distributes the treated GW to the premises,
had the highest capital cost in the satellite scenario. In the onsite GW scenario, the membrane
bioreactor treatment (MBR) unit accounted for around 91% of the capital expense, and the energy
cost accounts for the highest operational cost in both cases. Consequently, the authors attempted to
maximize the benefits by utilizing the surplus of treated GW in irrigation. Finally, the outcomes
demonstrated that the onsite system had a good potential to be feasible depending on the treatment
system cost.
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2.5 Summary overview:
The summary of reviewed papers in terms of the purpose of research, parameter considered,
evaluation criteria, and level of study is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Summary of literature review.

.

2.6 Contribution:
The work of this thesis is designed to cover the following research gaps:


A database will be developed consisting of various plumbing fixtures and GW system types by
defining their related specifications.



Development of a mathematical model for the water resources management in buildings,
while considering :
o

The integrated impact of the plumbing fixtures selection along with the GW recycling
system both on water quality and cost.
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o


The change in plant types on the demand for irrigated water.

Applying the solution approach used by the CPLEX software, Mixed Integer Programming
(MIP), which is considered a new approach in solving the water management problem.
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Model Formulation
Chapter (3)
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3 Chapter 3: Model Formulation
3.1 Introduction:
To begin with, several ideas that are dealing with the problem at hand were explored to
determine the model type and its relevant optimization engine. The type was evaluated based on
either developing a deterministic or a stochastic model. The stochastic model considers the
randomness in water consumption over time. While the optimization engine was assessed according
to its ability to reach the optimum solution. Many optimization algorithms utilize various techniques
such as linear programming, branching and bound, genetic algorithms (GA), and others.
Several trials were conducted to build the model. One of the approaches adopted is building a
stochastic model. However, this type of model demands the acquisition of a huge amount of
information, which is difficult to acquire. Another approach was to build a spreadsheet model using
excel software, yet it will not be as flexible, detailed, or general as the mathematical model. Therefore,
aiming to achieve the objective of reducing the amount of freshwater consumption or the lifecycle
cost of the water, a mathematical model was developed that considers the dynamic behavior of water
consumption and could reach the optimal solution.
This chapter presents the model formulation. Firstly, the water system and its components are
described. Secondly, the mathematical model is presented where it is divided into three main
modules: 1) input module, 2) water flow module, and 3) lifecycle cost module. Thirdly, the software
utilized was introduced and the criterion of optimization used to solve the model was highlighted.

3.2 System Description:
The building’s water systems components and various modules are presented in Figure 5 below.
It describes the freshwater flow supplied by the municipality into several water appliances inside the
building and various modules used. Some water uses can be recycled for reuse. While others, such as
kitchen and flushing, are excluded and dumped directly into the sewage system after their first use.
The selected GW is separated and collected for regeneration. The treated GW is reused in specified
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applications such as: irrigation and/ or flushing. Each of the model components is illustrated in the
sections below.

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the water system in a building presenting various modules used
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3.3 Model Components/ GW system components:
The greywater systems usually include four phases: GW collection, treatment, storage, and
reuse as illustrated in Figure 6. This system is generally one. The general system includes storage tanks
prior to and post-treatment to provide a constant flow and offer a prompt supply. Some models that
were presented in the literature do not include the after-treatment tanks by assuming instant
treatment based on the demand. Thus, the adopted part of the greywater system, based on CIRIA
(2001), is shown in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: Greywater system components

3.3.1 Fixtures:
The model considers a variety of fixture types for each water use, as presented in the next part,
and aims to select the most suitable one based on various scenarios and the user’s objective. There
are numerous micro-components types offered in the market. Fidar et al. (2017) has assessed the
economic feasibility of more than 500 fixture types that vary significantly in terms of their flow rates,
costs, and energy consumption. In the model, each fixture type is characterized by its flow rate, cost,
and expected lifetime.

3.3.2 Pre-treatment Tank (Tank A):
The water resulting from some selected uses is collected to be treated and reused. The collected
water is stored in the pre-treatment greywater tank A, which is used to balance the fluctuation of
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collected water and provide a regular flow to the treatment. A material balance equation is utilized to
track the flow into and outside this tank as well as its contents. The tank capacity is determined
according to its maximum contents over time. The greywater system is assumed to be located in the
basement, and thus, no pumps will be needed for collecting the greywater.

3.3.3 Treatment system:
Several refining systems are assessed to identify the optimum one that satisfies the intended
re-use requirements while taking into account its lifecycle cost. Each treatment system type is defined
by its pollutant removal efficiency, capital, and operating costs in addition to its expected life. Some
studies have separated the cost of the treatment system from the disinfection unit as it is the last unit
of the treatment processes utilized to decline or eliminate the bacteria contaminants, but in this
research, the author included it within the treatment system parameters.

3.3.4 Pumps:
The pump is used to deliver the treated water anti-gravity to either the storage tank B or the
reuse appliance directly. The pump capacity is determined based on flowrate and required pumping
head considering pipes' friction loss, minor losses, and elevation difference.

3.3.5 Post-treatment Tank (Tank B):
The treated effluent is stored in tank B to be ready for reuse as needed. Similar to tank A, the
material balance equation was introduced to track the flow and the contents of tank B. Also, the
quality of water is observed, and the capacity of the tank is determined. In case of reusing the recycled
GW into toilet flushing only or both flushing and irrigation uses, tank B is assumed to be located on
the roof. Therefore, a pump is mandatory to deliver recycled water to the tank. However, if the
intended reuse is for irrigation use only, it is assumed to be located on the ground level.
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3.3.6 Piping and connections:
The model considers the additional piping required only to install the greywater system
compared to the business-as-usual scenario, with no greywater installation. The greywater system
requires an additional sub-system to collect and transfer water for treatment and reuse, respectively.
The sub or dual systems include piping and plumbing branches that are required to collect water from
sources located in either the bathroom or the kitchen. Also, it considers the piping required to
distribute the recycled water.
To sum up, the proposed model is designed to:
1- Select the fixture type for each use.
2- Identify the optimum sources of greywater to be recycled.
3- Select the most attractive GW treatment system to reduce pollutant levels and provide an
acceptable water quality for reuse.
4- Compute the amount of GW to be stored in the pre and after-treatment tank. Consequently,
it determines the tank's capacity.
The model would also provide the amount of freshwater saved as well as the optimum cost.
The freshwater’s saving is determined by comparing the suggested system and the conventional case,
which has certain fixture types installed without GW recycle system. The following Figure 7 provides
an overview of the model parts and their relationship. It can be realized that consumptions behaviors
are controlled by the number of residents and the fixtures’ types used. Moreover, the recycling
decision has an impact on the effluent quality and the total cost by considering the cost of both the
treatment system and pipping which their feasibility is evaluated according to the expected savings
over the building lifecycle.
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Figure 7: Model Components overview

3.4 Model Structure:
The model is divided into three modules: input module, water flow module, and life cycle cost
module. The water flow module is divided into three sub-modules: consumption calculation, GW
collection, GW treatment, and reuses. A library was also established, as presented in the next section,
that includes various fixtures types, GW system types, and their related specifications. Each module
represents a certain part of the water system in the buildings as previously shown in Figure 5 In
addition, the model architecture is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Methodology of the developed optimization model

3.5 Model’s Library:
3.5.1

Fixture parameters:
A library has been built including 10 types of fixtures for each use and 5 technologies of GW

systems. All of these data are collected from previous researches. There are many fixture types in the
market with different specs. The governing parameters of the cost are the fixtures’ material types,
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water flow rates, durability, and energy consumption for machines or even for some microcomponents taps that might use energy during operation. As previously mentioned, the only
accounted aspects are the flow rates and the corresponding cost. The followingTable 3 defines the
fixtures flow rates inputs. Type 1 is utilized by Zadeh's (2013) model, assuming that these are the
conventional installed fixtures in buildings. In addition, the corresponding costs have been inputted.
Table 3: Fixtures types flow rates

3.5.2

GW systems:
There are a variety of treatment mechanisms available, such as simple, physical, chemical,

biological, and advanced treatment. Each of these systems varies in terms of scale, performance, units
included, and efficiency. The GW treatment considered in the database is presented in Table 4.
Table 4:GW system types considered in the model library
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The GW costs were divided by system-related expenses of installation and cost per treated m3,
consumables, energy, repairs, yearly monitoring costs which include labor and desludging costs as
shown in Table 5. The systems parameters are the capacity, capital cost, energy, consumables, yearly
monitor, and other regular repair/replacements costs. The cost of each system, in the year 2021, is
determined from literature, and it is updated based on the United Kingdom’s inflation rates, which
are adopted from O'Neill (2021).
Table 5: Corresponding cost of each GW system

The cost included in each category:
1- Energy: consumed energy kWh for treating 1 m3 of greywater.
2- Consumables: chemicals such as chlorine or others used for treating 1 m3 of greywater.
3- Yearly Monitor: it is the general monitor and maintenance costs including the labor cost,
inspection costs, and assuming one chemical and two biological quality analyses tests
performed per year.
4- Component replacements: the cost of replacements depends upon the service life of each
component. For instance, based on Zadeh (2013), the membrane modules are assumed to
be changed every 2 years. Some reference has used the expected lifetime of the membrane
to be 10 year, while others use a shorter duration due to aiming to maintain the highperformance level of treatment. Consequently, the worst case is adopted. Two-component
replacements are considered in the model for each treatment. In addition to desludging
cost, the desludging frequency for the MBR system was assumed every 3 years, based on
Mercoiret (2008).
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Moreover, the average efficiency of each GW system is collected from literature for each quality
indicators as shown in Table 6 below. Some of these indicators' efficiency was not established, so it
was assumed that it satisfies the reuse requirements. This is considered a valid assumption because
these systems have been thoroughly investigated, and proven to provide adequate quality for reuse,
mainly flushing.
Table 6: GW systems removal efficiency of each quality index

The accounted options considered in the library provide 385 possible fixtures combinations, 31
source selection options, 5 GW system alternatives, and the possibility of utilizing GW system or not
which result in total combinations of 60060 possible outcomes for the water management problem.

3.6 Input Module:
The user has to specify the problem that comprises defining building parameters, expected
residents, residents’ average frequencies of uses including weekends or seasonal variations, water
charges costs, average quality produced from each water appliance, in addition to some irrigation and
economic parameters.

3.7 Mathematical Representation of water flow module:
3.7.1

Introduction
The water flow module tracks the flow of water through the system from the building's inlet

to the sewer lines. Thus, it was divided into different sub-modules of water demand calculation, GW
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collection, treatment, and reuses. Each sub-module is expressed mathematically as presented
below.

3.7.2 Water consumption calculation
The consumption sub-module determines the expected consumption per capita ( 𝑎 ) for each
water uses including irrigation demand which is illustrated in the next section. The consumption per
capita was calculated for an average user based on the frequency of use per day ( 𝐹 ), average use
duration for each water source (𝐸𝐷 ), the flow rate of each fixture type (𝑟 ), and multiplied by a
binary decision variable (∂ ) to determine the type of fixture as shown in Equation 1. Consumption
estimation was adopted from Morelas et al. (2013) and BREEAM demand calculator, yet it was
modified through modified it by a binary variable and (Fv ) to account for the seasonal and weekend
variations as presented in Equation 1. In order to select only one fixture for each use, a constraint was
added as presented in Equation 2.

𝑎 =𝐹 ∗ 𝐸𝐷 ∗ (𝑟 ∗ 𝜕 + ⋯ + 𝑟 ∗ 𝜕 ) ∗ 𝐹𝑣
𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜕 + . . … + 𝜕

= 1.

𝑓𝑜𝑟 i=1…m and t=1…. T (1)
𝑓𝑜𝑟 i=1…m

(2)

Table 7 demonstrates the flowrate units of each water source. Some of the sources’ flow rates
are assessed per duration; others are measured per usage as it has a certain consumption peruse.
While for the bathtub, it is measured by its capacity to overflow. Regarding the uses which have the
flow rate per use, its event duration (ED ) is equal to 1. To illustrate, toilet flushing, use i= 4, flowrate
was given per flush; thus, water consumption was calculated by Equation 3. In the case of using a dual
flushing unit, the average frequency and flow rate of the dual flushing fixture were used to determine
the consumption. Also, a weekend and seasonal variation (Fv ) are considered as an inputted factor
multiplied by the typical consumption rates. According to Bergel et al. (2017), consumption frequently
varies due to change in habits or increase in residents’ staying time on weekends, or due to changes
in weather conditions as in seasonal patterns (Bergel et al., 2017).
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𝑎 = 𝐹 * (𝑟 ∗ 𝜕 ) ∗ 𝐹𝑣

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1 … . 𝑇

(3)

Table 7: Flow rates units of each fixture

Flow rate (𝒓𝒊𝒋 ) of fixture (j) for use (i)

Unit

Kitchen, Shower, and washbasin taps

Liters/min

Toilet, Dishwasher, and Laundry

Liters / use

Bathtub

Liters to overflow.

Accordingly, the total water consumption of the building per day is calculated based on the
number of residents utilizing equation 4.

𝑇𝑎 = ∑

𝑎 ×N

𝑓𝑜𝑟 t=1…T

(4)

3.7.3 Landscape water demand calculation:
The landscape coefficient method was used to calculate the irrigation demand ( Irr ). This
method estimates the water needed to preserve the good appearance of the plant and sustain its
growth. There are numerous types of landscape plants, which have a direct effect on the required
water demand. The model can estimate the needed irrigation demand for only two types of plants
and one turf grass type based on several factors, such as evapotranspiration rates, plant coefficient
factor, and irrigation method. The irrigation demand is calculated by multiplying the plants’
coefficients and evapotranspiration factor divided by the efficiency of the irrigation method as
presented in Appendix B. The evapotranspiration rate is the water loss due to landscape exposure to
certain weather conditions, which is determined according to the land location. There is a reference
evapotranspiration factor for various worldwide areas, which is utilized in water demand calculation.
The user could select the city where the land is located, and the reference evapotranspiration factor
will be determined accordingly. The crop coefficient is composed of three factors: species, density,
and the microclimate aspect (Matheny et al., 2000). The species factor categorizes several plant types
into four categories to ensure offering the proper water quantity to maintain the healthy performance
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of the irrigated plant. This factor should be considered in the design stage of the landscape to select
various plant types that have the same water consumption pattern, and falls under the same category,
to conserve water and avoid providing either excess or shortage in the required water. The density
factor, on the other hand, measures the plant distribution over the irrigated landscape area and
divides it into several levels. The mature plants usually have more leaves, and it can be indicated as a
percentage of the plant-covered area from the irrigated zone. The other aspect is the microclimate
factor which represents the specific climate condition of each plant site either low, average, or high.
It is similar to the evapotranspiration factor, but it is more specific. For instance, if the flowers are
located in an open area subjected to a regular climate condition; it could be assumed of having an
average, equal to 1, microclimate. Consequently, it will represent the same value as the
evapotranspiration factor. However, If the irrigated region is covered and not entirely affected by the
outside weather condition, it can have a low microclimate aspect. The equations used for determining
the irrigation demand are presented in Appendix B.

3.7.4 Greywater collection submodule:
Regarding the collection submodule, it defines which source should be used for recycled and
monitors its flow in the pre-treatment tank A. The decision mainly depends on the quantity and quality
of GW produced from each source. As previously presented Figure 5, the water consumption of each
source could be fully or partially collected for recycling (𝐺𝑤𝑠 ), or dumped into the sewer (SG ) as
represented in equation 5.

𝑇𝑎 = 𝐺𝑤𝑠 + 𝑆𝐺
The 𝐺𝑤𝑠

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑚 & 𝑡 = 1 … . 𝑇

(5)

is constrained to be less than a big number multiplied by the collection binary

variable (𝛽 ) as presented in equation 6. This offers collecting only the required GW quantity while
dumping the excess supply. This technique of constraint representation is adopted to avoid equality
and eliminate the nonlinearity of multiplying two variables (𝛽 ) and (𝑎 ). The model eliminates the
option of the collected water from kitchens, so Gws is equal to zero as well as Gws as it represent
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the toilets. Accordingly, the total GW influent enters the treatment tank per day (𝑅𝐺 ) or disposed

into the sewer (𝑆𝑆 ) were determined using equations 7 and 8, respectively. The 𝑅𝐺 is equal to the
total sum of the collected water from sources i at time t and 𝑆𝑆 is otherwise.

(6)

𝐺𝑤𝑠 ≤ 𝑀 ∗ 𝛽
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑚 & 𝑖 ≠ 1,4
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1 … . 𝑇
Where: 𝛽 = 0
𝑅𝐺 = ∑

𝑆𝑆 =

𝛽 =0

𝐺𝑤𝑠

(7)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1 … . 𝑇

𝑆𝐺

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1 … . 𝑇

(8)

The collected quantity (𝑅𝐺 ) is stored in tank A before entering the treatment unit. The water
flow is monitored through the system, So the tank is represented by the material balance equation 9.
The (𝐼𝐴 ) is the quantity of water stored into the tank by the end of period t equal to the remaining
quantity from the previous day (IA

) plus the received greywater (𝑅𝐺𝑡 ) minus the processing

water flowing into the treatment system during period t ( 𝑃

). The initial inventory in the tank

is set to be zero, and it is represented in equation 10. Also, the capacity of tank A is computed
according to the maximum inventory quantity per day as shown in equation 11.

𝐼𝐴 = 𝐼𝐴

+ 𝑅𝐺 – 𝑃

Where: 𝐼𝐴 ≥ 0

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1 … . 𝑇
𝐼𝐴 = 𝑅 – 𝑃

&

𝐶𝑎𝑝 ≥ 𝐼𝐴 /1000

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1 … . 𝑇
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(9)
(10)
(11)

3.7.5 GW Treatment systems:
The treatment sub-module is concerned with selecting the GW treatment system and providing
an adequate quality for reuses. There is only one treatment type (𝐻 ) that could be selected as
presented in equation 12. Each of the treatment systems is defined by its daily capacity, cost, and its
pollutant removal efficiency. The efficiency is determined by the ability of the system to treat the GW
to meet the reuse standard, and the utilization of treated quantity compared to the designed system
capacity. Several indicators are used to express the water quality. The model considers a variety of
quality indicators, such as TSS, Turbidity, COD, BOD5, TN, TP, and FC. These indicators are usually
defined by the reuse requirement standards. According to Penn et al. (2012), the water quality can be
expressed in terms of a weighted average of the water inflow to the raw greywater tank as presented
in equation 13. The assumption that the inflow water quality is constant over time valid only if the
resident time in tank A is too short (Penn et al.,2012). The first attempt was to ensure that the most
contaminated quality of period t satisfies the intended requirements. This can be more facilitating
during optimization as it compares only one case to the required constrained quality. The weighted
average (𝑞𝑞 ) is determined, as presented in equation 13, by multiplying the water quality (q )
representing the contaminate loads of (k) quality index in the water fed from source(i) by the inputted
GW quantity in day t (Gws ) over the sum of the GW quantity (𝑅𝐺𝑡 ). The worst-case quality (𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
is calculated using expression (14), which is the worst pollutant level k overall t periods. Then, the
calculated quality is multiplied by the system’s removal efficiency ( 1 − 𝑅𝐸

) which is then

compared to the permitted reuse specifications( Wk ).

𝐻 ≤ 1

𝑞𝑞

=

𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≥ 𝑞𝑞

(12)

∗

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘
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(13)
(14)

𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 * (1 − 𝑅𝐸 ) ≤ 𝑊 ∗ ∑

𝐻

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 = 1, … . 𝐾

(15)

However, the above method still contains a quadratic term. The cross products multiplication
of 𝑅 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑞𝑞

variables make the constraint nonconvex. Another approach has been developed in

equation (16) to avoid the nonlinearity, and also ensure that the required quality is met daily. The
mentioned constraint checks the efficiency of all treatment system types (h), yet it will be negligence
in case the binary variable H is equal to zero as it is multiplied by a big number (M).

∑

𝑞 ∗ 𝐺𝑤𝑠 * (1 − 𝑅𝐸 ) ≤ 𝑊 ∗ 𝑅𝐺 + (1 − 𝐻 ) ∗ 𝑀

𝑓𝑜𝑟 ℎ = 1, . . . 𝐻 , 𝑘 = 1, … . 𝐾 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡 = 1, … . 𝑇

(16)

Moreover, there is another quality constraint that assures the raw greywater quality is not
degraded during storage. The residence storage time of collected greywater has a direct effect on the
greywater characteristics. Erikson et al. (2002) & Daxion et.al (2000) attempts to examine the impact
of greywater storage time on water quality. Both conducted that storing water for 24 hours can
improve the water quality and recommended that the residence time of water quality should not
exceed 48 hours. They demonstrate that storing raw greywater for more than 48 hours can cause
odors issues and significantly reduce dissolved oxygen levels. Therefore, the supplied GW quantity
(P

) is set to not exceed the required reuse demands per day, as represented in equation 17,

which limits the storage residence time in tank A to less than 24 hours. In addition, equation 17
presents that the treated GW will be reused on the same day. Also, the treated effluent quantity
(P

) is reduced by a reclamation factor (RF) from the inputted flow due to losses that occurred

during the treatment process which is shown in equation 18.

𝑃
𝑃

≤ 𝑎

+ 𝐼𝑟𝑟

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1 … 𝑇

= 𝑅𝐹 ∗ 𝑃

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1 … 𝑇
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(17)

(18)

Where: RF <1
3.7.6 GW Reuse sub-module:

The reuse sub-module is used to keep track of the treated water inventory inside tank B and
calculate the amount of recycled or freshwater required for reuses applications. The supplied treated
GW quantity (𝐺𝑈) is controlled by the required demand. For instance, in the case of abundant GW
supply, the demand for toilet flushing (𝑎 ) should be satisfied by the water collected from sources,
treated, and ready for satisfying the demand either instantly or at the intended time. Equation 19
shows the material balance for tank B, where the inventory level inside the tanks is determined as
same as tank A. The initial inventory level is equal to zero as the tank is empty. In case of recycled
water shortage, the freshwater (Qf ) is utilized as a backup supply as shown in equation 20. The
utilization factor (𝑢𝑓) is a binary input based on the user’s intended reuse appliance selection. For
instance, it is equal to 1 in case the recycled water is aimed to utilize in flushing only or both flushing
and irrigation uses. While for irrigation, it is set to be zero if the recycled water is intended to be reused
in irrigation only.

𝐼𝐵 = 𝐼𝐵
𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:

+ 𝑃

− (𝐺𝑈)

𝐼𝐵 = 𝑃

𝐺𝑈 + 𝑄𝑓 = 𝑎

− (𝐺𝑈)

∗ 𝑢𝑓 + 𝐼𝑟𝑟

(19)
& 𝐼𝐵 ≥ 0
for t=1…T

(20)

3.7.7 Lifecycle cost analysis/ Total annual worth calculation Module:
The total annual worth module evaluates and determines the cost aspect of various options.
The capital includes the initial cost of acquiring the three elements: fixtures, greywater system, and
needed subsystem. The required subsystem is the additional pipping used to supply water after first
use to the treatment system and supply it to the reuse appliances. It also includes the raw and treated
greywater tanks’. The piping cost is calculated based on the additional links installed to collect
greywater from the bathroom and/or the kitchen. Thus, the piping cost depends on the sources
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selected to be recycled and the building height. The piping includes the dual piping installed to collect
the GW from the source to the storage tanks. The pipping length inside the building mainly depends
on the location of each unit to the main draining branch line, which is considered too many details
and won’t cause a major difference in the model. Thus, the pipe’s length inside the building is assumed
to be constant, while the diameter varies based on the quantities collected. If the GW system is
utilized, the piping cost is added by introducing two binary variables (X 𝑎𝑛𝑑 X ) multiplied by the
piping cost. This method was devised to avoid the use of any logical constraints. The dual piping cost
of bathrooms’ sources is multiplied by X that is presented mathematically in equation 21. Also, the
same logic is applied in the calculation of X variable for determining the piping cost, if the collected
sources are located in the kitchen such as dishwasher and/or laundry.

Where i=2,3,7

𝑋 ≥𝛽

(21)

While the operational and maintenance costs include energy consumption of each system,
pumping, and the required consumables of each alternative. The life cycle cost in the model is
determined in terms of the total annual worth. The total costs of each option are returned to the net
present value (NPV), and then the total annual worth is calculated using the input inflation rate.
The following equation is used to calculate the capital cost of the system:

𝐶= ∑

∑

𝐶 ∗ 𝜕 +∑

( 𝑈 ∗ 𝑇𝑐 ) + 𝑃𝑠 ∗ 𝑁𝑓 ∗ 𝐻𝑓 ∗ 𝑋 ∗ 𝑛𝑏 + 𝑃𝑠 ∗ 𝑁𝑓 ∗

𝐻𝑓 ∗ 𝑋 ∗ 𝑛𝑘 + 𝑃𝑟 ∗ 𝑁𝑓 ∗ 𝐻𝑓 ∗ 𝑛𝑏 + 𝐶
𝐶𝑇

.

∗∑

𝐻 + (Cap A + Cap B) *

(22)

The greywater capital cost depends on the system capacity and its type. The capital cost per
treated 1 m3 usually decreases with the increase in system capacity. Thus, it is frequently expressed
by a nonlinear function. However, due to lack of cost data availability, it was assumed to be
represented as a step function of the treated cubic meters per system lifetime with ensuring that the
maximum treated quantity ( Pmax ) is less than the defined capacity to provide a clear representation
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of the capital cost. For instance, the cost of the treatment per m3 for various capacities could also be
defined as another treatment option. This assumption is logical and offers many alternatives of
treatment types. The capacity is defined to ensure that the corresponding costs are closely relevant
to the incurred cost as the capital cost/m3 is not directly increased with the treated quantity. It can
generally be said that the cost per m3 is increased to a certain level then it is decreased based on the
system size. Thus, the cost is identified as a step function based on the treated quantity.
Also, a newly defined variable was considered the maximum treated quantity ( Tc ) to avoid
quadratic or cross products function as presented in equation 23. It is used to determine the maximum
treated water flow per day ( Pmax ). Then the capital cost per m3 ( 𝑈 ) is multiplied by the maximum
treated quantity ( 𝑇𝑐 ) over the lifetime of the treatment system to calculate the total capital cost.
The capital cost of the treatment system ( Cc ) is determined using equation 24.

𝑇𝑐 ≥ ( 𝐻 − 1) ∗ 𝑀 + 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑇 ∗ 𝐺𝑠𝑙
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≥ 𝑃
𝐶𝑐 = ∑

.

𝐹𝑜𝑟 ℎ = 1 … . 𝐻

𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡

(23)

( 𝑈 ∗ 𝑇𝑐 )

(24)

While the treatment system’s operating cost includes regular maintenance, repair,
consumables, and energy. The regular maintenance is assumed to be paid annually which includes the
labor and quality analyses. This assumption is valid as long as all the costs are evaluated based on an
annual basis. While the repair cost (Cr) is usually performed at a certain year. There are twocomponent replacements for each treatment type h. For instance: the NPV component 1 ( Cr1 ) is
assumed to be replaced every Z years based on the component’s service life, so it is calculated using
the following equation 25:

𝐶𝑟1 = ∑

( 𝐶𝑟1 ∗ 𝐻 ) ∗ ∑

(
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)

(25)

The net present value (NPV) of the treatment system operating cost(𝑅𝐶) is calculated using
equation no.26.

𝑅𝐶 = ∑

∑

∑

(
(

∑

(

∗

)∗
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+∑

)

+

(

∗
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)

)∗
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∗
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)∗
)

+ Cr1 + Cr2 + PR + ∑

.

)

(

∑

+

2% *

(26)

Where P is the pumping power required for delivering the treated greywater to various water
appliances. P is calculated based on equation 27 adopted from (Zadeh, 2013).

P=

ɣ. .

(27)

ƞ

Where 𝑇𝐷𝐻 = 𝛥𝑧 + 𝛥𝐻
𝛥𝑧 is the elevation difference from the pump location to the level of the highest floor.
𝛥𝐻 is used to account for the head lost in pipes and fittings due to friction, and it was calculated by
the Hazen- Williams equation (Zadeh, 2013). According to (Zadeh, 2013), 𝛥𝐻 was assumed constant
with an average of 0.762 meters per 30.48 m of pipe length.

𝛥𝐻 = 3.134 * 10 . (

)

.

.𝐷

.

.L

(28)

The pumping power is determined per kW and then multiplied by the assumed operational
hours per day. Consequently, the energy consumption of the pump is calculated per day and scaled
up to period t. The variation of pumping power depends on the required delivery height, the piping
diameter, piping material, and the flow rate of the water. All of these factors are considered constant
over time t, while the power consumption may vary according to their flow rate if an adjustable speed
pump is used (Zadeh, 2013). However, this assumption was deemed insignificant in terms of the
estimated energy consumption.
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Finally, the NPV of sewage cost (SC) is equal to the quantity of water disposed to sewers ( SS )
plus the dumped quantity from the collected GW (SG ) multiplied by the disposal cost, considering
the recurring payments and the annual increase in sewage costs.
The total annual worth, the annual worth calculation is adopted from Blank & Tarquin (2017),
for the fixtures, freshwater, greywater system, and sewage costs are distributed to annual bases
utilizing equation (29).
∗(

𝑇𝐴𝑤 = 𝐶𝑐 *

SC *

(

∗(
(

)
)

)
)

+ ( 𝐶𝑐 + 𝑅 ) ∗

∗(
(

)
)

+𝐶

.

*

∗(
(

)
)

+

(29)

Moreover, the model presents the output as cost per system. The NPV for fixtures, freshwater,
greywater system, and sewage costs is determined. Eventually, another constraint is introduced to
ensure that the GW system cost is set to zero if no GW system is utilized as shown by equation (30).

𝐶𝑐 + 𝑅 ≥ 𝑀 * ∑

𝐻

(30)

3.8 Objective function:
The proposed model provides the decision-maker with the flexibility of selecting the criterion
of optimization. The user may select to minimize the freshwater consumption, minimize the total cost
of the systems, or both by inputting certain weights for each option.

3.8.1 Minimize freshwater consumption.
The objective is to minimize the freshwater quantity, as presented in Equation 31, used by
considering the trade-offs among the fixtures’ types used, and the greywater system selected to
substitute for the required freshwater consumption in toilet flushing and/ or irrigation while meeting
the stipulated standards. The outputs of the model are the fixtures’ types, water sources to be
recycled, greywater system treatment type, and the collection and storage tanks' capacities.
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𝑇𝑄𝑓 =∑

∑

∑

𝑎 ∗ 𝜕

+ ∑

𝑄𝑓

(31)

3.8.2 Minimize total annual worth.
The objective is to minimize the total annual worth (𝑇𝐴𝑤 ) presented in equation 27. The cost
tradeoffs are between the freshwater quantity cost, different variations between fixtures selected to
provide the sufficient reuse quantity, and the cost of the greywater system over the lifetime of the
building. The maximum number of days inputted for the model is 366 days for a typical year. This
similarly follows the LEED assumptions for calculating the water-saving based on the average annual
values. The equivalent annual worth is used to evaluate various alternatives based on the life span of
each option. The NPV of each option is calculated then distributed uniformly over the life span of each
alternative.

IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization studio
The model was coded using the CPLEX software package released by IBM. This software is
utilized to solve complex mathematical and constraint programming problems. The CPLEX was first
commercially available in 1988. In 2009, IBM purchased the ILOG corporation, which owned CPLEX at
that time. Since then, it has been undergoing several improvements and updates. The full package of
CPLEX studio includes CPLEX optimizer for mathematical problems, CP optimizer for constraint
programming, the optimization language for modeling (OPL), and the integrated development
environment (IDE) where it includes all parts of the model from developing to providing the result of
the problem as presented in Figure 9. The CPLEX is compatible with JavaScript, C++, Python, or OPL
language. Also, it can be connected with Microsoft Excel, MATLAB, GAMS, and others (C-plex, 2018).
The integration is usually done to utilize the outstanding capabilities of CPLEX optimizers (CPLEX 12,
2021). According to Anand et al. (2017), the CPLEX solver offers high capabilities when compared to
GuRoBI and Xpress mathematical solvers since it tackles a wide range of problem domains and
produces competitive results.
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The OPL language was chosen to code this optimization model because it was created to ease
the syntax of the mathematical and constraint programming modeling. CPLEX, on the other hand, only
permits integer variables when addressing constraint programming issues, which are commonly used
to solve scheduling, supply chain management, and assignment problems. Golzarpoor (2012) has also
confirmed the superiority of the constraint programming methods, in terms of running time and
solution quality, over the GA when solving a large-scale time cost tradeoffs (TCT) problem.
Furthermore, CPLEX offers some tools to manage search procedures and deal with the nonlinearity of
the constraints or objective function during optimization.
The OPL project is established through the following procedures:
1- Open a new project of a model file (.mod) include the model code.
2- Add a data file (.dat) containing the input data or used to establish a connection of other
software to read the inputs and write the results.
3- Establish a Run Configuration: which is utilized to run and solve the model.
The project may contain several model or data files. Also, a model file could be connected to many
datasheets. The CPLEX main platform is shown in Figure 9, demonstrating various features of the IDE.
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Run button
Project Files

Problem outlines

Problem Coding

Output browser

Figure 9:CPLEX Optimization Studio IDE Platform

Formulating the water management problem
The model formulation was divided into four main sections which are: 1) data declaration, 2)
decisions and dependent variables, 3) objective function, and 4) constraints. The data declaration part
defines the model structure and inputs. The key elements of the model are defining water sources,
greywater system types, water quality parameters, and the relation between each aspect. It was
expressed in terms of sets, strings, continuous or integer input. Also, the tuple is used to declare
parameters of some inputs. For instance, the fixture type is defined as a matrix; each type is identified
by the fixture flow rate, cost, service life, and maintenance data. Then after declaring the main
parameters, the indices parameters are coded. For example, Fix[j][i] is a set of fixture type[j] in use[i].
Moreover, there is a processing code to execute a certain command, like limiting the running time of
the model in seconds. Figure 10, 11, and 12 illustrate the various coding parts of the model.
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Figure 10: Part of data declaration code (.mod file)

Figure 11: Part of Variables definition code (.mod file)

Figure 12: Example of decision expression and time limit code (.mod file)

In order to make it user-friendly, the model is integrated with Microsoft Excel as the user’s
interface to insert the input data and analyze the model results. CPLEX was set to read the model
inputs from Excel and then write the outcomes into the result sheets. Where the user has to define
the inputs of the problem on excel, and then press then run the optimization of CPLEX, and close the
excel sheet. After the run is complete, the excel sheet will present the optimization outcomes and
analysis.
There are many pros of this integration. First, it offers a tool to represent the outcomes and
analyze them. Second, the model benefited from the naming of excel cells since it can automatically
read the data depending on the input parameters. To illustrate, the inputs of fixtures’ flow rates are
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read from excel cells named fl in a sheet called Fixtypes as presented in Figure 13. The fl naming range
is defined using the offset function to automatically select the data based on the inputted number of
fixture types. Thus, it can be utilized easily in either upgrading or downgrading the model without
changing the code.

Figure 13: Part of data coding (.dat file)

3.9 Criterion of optimization
The model is considered a mixed-integer linear problem (MILP) as it includes a variety of integer
and continuous variables. The quadratic terms arise in some constraints, such as the quality
constraints and others, which have been linearized or eliminated as discussed before. C-plex solves
this type of problem by using the branching and cuts algorithm. Branching and Cuts combine the
branching and bounds algorithms with the cutting plane method (Mitchel, 2008). The idea of
branching and bound is to solve continuous subproblems till finding the best or the optimal solution.
The subproblems usually start with solving a relaxed problem, no integer constraints, which define the
solution of the relaxed problem called the lower bound. The cutting planes are then utilized to tighten
the relaxed solution until all the integers constraints are met. The subproblems are represented as the
nodes of the tree and the branches are the continuous relaxations of each sub-problem. However, if
the relaxation results in a fractional value for a designated integer variable, the cuts are added, which
are constraints used to cut away the area of the feasible region of that relaxed fractional solution and
define new integers constraints or subproblems till reaching the optimal solution that satisfies all the
integers constraints.
CPLEX offers a traditional branching and cut or using dynamic search algorithms during
branching. CPLEX default is set automatically to determine which algorithms to be used for solving the
problem or it can be manually set. The dynamic search procedure follows the sequence presented in
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Figure 14. The dynamic heuristic algorithms are used periodically, in case some of the designated
integer variables are not integers, to assign a new integer variable. This heuristic search is utilized as
it may explore parts that regular bound may not consider in difficult MILP problems, and it defines the
new variable faster than the traditional branching, in difficult MILP problems, it may explore parts that
regular bound may not consider. The integer solution is continuously updated during solving all the
developed subproblems; the best one is the incumbent solution. Afterward, The engine begins to cut
the area of the feasible region to determine the solution of the objective function. If no additional
branching can enhance the objective function, the model proves optimality. In other words, the
optimization engine tries to reduce the area of the feasible region and calculates the optimality gap
for each solution based on the upper and lower bounds of the feasible region. CPLEX can also solve
some quadratic constraints problems with the capabilities of controlling how to deal with the
nonconvex terms. In addition, it offers a manual switch for users to select the suitable strategy in
dealing with the nonlinearity found. The strategies can be set as automatic, perform a continuous
relaxation, or linearize relaxation. This can be efficiently used in the case of upgrading the model and
arising of any quadratic constraints.

Figure 14:Branching and cut algorithms used by C-plex solver
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4 Chapter 4: Model Validation and Analysis
4.1 Introduction:
The model verification and validation were divided into two parts:


The first explores the model capabilities using a verification case and analyzes its sensitivity
to variation of major parameters.



The second compares the results with a past published assessment.
Thus, case study data selected from the literature was collected and used by the optimization

model. This chapter describes the project information, outcomes, computational work, and analysis
of the results.

4.2 Model Verification
4.2.1

Case study input Parameters:
A hypothetical project is used to investigate the various effect of each factor on the overall

optimization. The building’s area of 550 m2 is located in Manchester city, UK and consists of 6 floors
which have 3 apartments per floor. The assumed occupancy rate is 3.5 residents per flat, so the total
number of residents is 63 persons. The majority of the buildings located in the city are less than 20 m
in height (Building Heights in England, 2021). The same average usage frequencies per capita from the
previously mentioned case study have been utilized. The adopted inflation rate and other related costs
are based on recent UK costs. The model inputs are presented in Table 8. Also, the consumption
behavior is assumed to increase on the weekends, and vary based on the season. The periodic
variation was collected from Bergel et al. (2017) about seasonal consumption variations patterns.
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Table 8: Base case Inputs

Number of
Residence/ building

63

No. of Floors

6

Floor
Floor

No. of apartments/
No. of Bathrooms /

Number of fixtures
Types
Freshwater Cost/ m3
(GBP)

3

(GBP)

Sewage Cost/ m3

10
1.496
0.9528

6

Inflation rate (%)

1.27%

No. of Kitchen / Floor

3

Annual Inc. of
Water/sewage (%)

3.00%

Greywater utilization

Toilet flushing &
Irrigation

Studied Service life (years)

30

The residential building is surrounded by a 250 m2 landscaping area. The plants and landscape
types are of the regularly used types, and it is assumed that 75% of the area is grass and the other
25% is planted with shrubs and tree types. Both plant types are considered as medium water
demanded plants, while the Zoysiagrass, turfgrass type, is low water demanded type as presented in
Table 9.
Table 9: Irrigation parameters of the verification case

4.2.2

Water quality of each source:
The water quality indices have been set in the library representing a variety of biological,

physical, and chemical characteristics. Therefore, the average water source’s quality is adopted from
Jefferson et al. (2004) as shown in the following Table 10. In buildings, the regular reuse applications
are flushing and landscape irrigation. Both of these uses are classified as unrestricted urban water
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reuses. While in some cases the restricted urban reuse requirements may be used for landscaping
irrigation with infrequent access or irrigated food that is consumed after being cooked. Water reuse
standards of irrigation and toilet flushing uses are considered based on the EPA standards for
unrestricted reuse in urban areas.
Table 10: Quality indices of various water sources

4.3 Base case Results:
The model was run for three objective functions: minimize the lifecycle cost, minimize the fresh
water usage, and minimize both. The lifecycle cost minimization determines no GW system utilization
with minimum freshwater conservation quantity based only on the water-efficient fixtures selected.
While freshwater minimization determines the highest saving quantity of 61.35%. Also, The equally
weighted objectives determine the same GW system type and are relatively close to the freshwater
minimization in terms of saved quantity as shown in Table 11.
Table 11: Results comparison of the various objective functions

Objective
TAW (GBP)
Fresh water
saving (%)
GW system
type

Total annual
worth ( TAW)
Minimization

Freshwater
Minimization

92,756

93,709

Equally weighted
multi-objective
93,150

44.82%

61.35%

61.12%

-

RBC

RBC

The freshwater quantities of the total annual worth and multi-objective minimization are
presented in Figure 15. The consumption increases on the weekends and varies on a seasonal basis.
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In summer, the water is highly demanded for both residents’ and irrigation’s consumption. However,
in multi-objective optimization, the consumption has been decreased due to reusing the recycled GW.
Due to a GW deficit, freshwater was abruptly boosted on several days of the multi-objective run,
referring to E points in Figure 15. This arises to satisfy the demand while also ensuring adequate
recycled quality.

Fresh water Quantities (m3)
20
18
16
14
12

E

10
8
6
4
2
0
1-Jan

20-Feb

10-Apr

30-May

19-Jul

Multi-objective optimization

7-Sep

27-Oct

16-Dec

Total annual worth minimization

Figure 15: Potable water quantities of the optimization scenarios

Furthermore, the inventory at tank B is not fully utilized throughout the year. This can be
illustrated as the treated GW is reused on an instant basis or before the end of each day. Nonetheless,
the collection tank A capacity is efficiently utilized as it has a high inventory level most of the year, yet
stored quantity per day is treated frequently to avoid quality contamination.

4.4 Sensitivity analysis:
There are many influential factors in the water management optimization problem, such as
residents' capacity, consumption behavior, fresh and sewage water costs, inflation rates, and others.
Each of these factors can affect the model outputs. Thus, some of these factors are evaluated to
examine how sensitive are the results with the variation in the factor and to determine the parameters
which have the significant variation on the lifecycle cost.
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4.4.1 Change in freshwater tariff:
The freshwater cost has a direct effect on the conservation of potable water and promotes
the recycling of wastewater. The change of its prices could define a different water system solution
for the problem. Several variations have been evaluated ranging from - 10% to 30 % increase from the
inputted water price. In order to check the model outputs, three scenarios were evaluated: the
nominal case of no implementation of greywater system, RBC greywater system usage, and the
optimum result calculated. The presented Figure 16 illustrates that the total annual worth of the
nominal case has increased gradually with the increase of potable water prices. As illustrated, the RBC
GW system has attained feasibility at 1.87 GPP. The determined optimum system matched up with
the lowest scenario of both. It selects applying regular water system, which doesn’t apply any GW
systems, then after the breakpoint, the intersection between two-line, it chooses applying the RBC
GW system as it has a cheaper cost. This sensitivity comparison is applied to examine the model

TOTAL ANNUAL WORTH (GBP)

results, yet the remaining sensitivity factor will only study the impact on the optimum solution.

$94,800.00
$94,600.00
$94,400.00
$94,200.00
$94,000.00
$93,800.00
$93,600.00
$93,400.00
$93,200.00
$93,000.00
$92,800.00
$92,600.00
$92,400.00
$92,200.00
$92,000.00
$91,800.00
$91,600.00
$91,400.00
$91,200.00
$91,000.00

Sensitivity of fresh water cost on three scenarios

Optimum
NO GW utilization
RBC GW

1.3464

1.496

1.6456

1.7204

1.7952

1.87

1.9448

FRESH WATER CHARES PER M3 (GBP)
Figure 16: Sensitivity of change in freshwater cost on the TAW results of various scenarios

4.4.2 Change in sewage tariff:
The sewage cost is also one of the regulating elements as it impacts the cost of the overall
system. The variation of sewage cost range from -10% to 20% of the base case as shown in Figure 17.
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The annual cost has been significantly increased with the sewage cost increasing, yet all the positive
variations cases from 10% to 20% have achieved higher potable water saving of 61.2% by utilizing the
RBC GW system. It can be noticed that the change in sewage cost is more sensitive to the total annual
cost than the freshwater variation. However, both factors have the same direct relationship with the
total annual worth.

TOTAL ANNUAL WORTH (GBP)

Increase of Sewage cost
$120,000.00
$100,000.00
$80,000.00
$60,000.00
$40,000.00
$20,000.00
$0.86

0.95

1.05

1.10

1.14

SEWAGE CHARGES PER M3 (GBP)
Figure 17:Sensitivity of change in sewage tariff on the TAW results

4.4.3 The number of floors:
The building capacity can differ based on the occupancy rates, building’s area, and the number
of building floors. The studied sensitive parameter is the variance of the number of stories with a
constant occupancy rate and floor areas. The range from 5 to 20 stories was evaluated on the TAW as
presented in the following Figure 18.
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Number of floors (Residents)
Total Annual Worth (GBP)

$300,000.00
$250,000.00
$200,000.00
$150,000.00
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
$4(42)

6(63)

8(84)

10(105)

12(126)

14(147)

18(189)

20(210)

Number of floors (corresponding residents)
Figure 18:Sensitivity of change in the number of floors on the TAW

The relation between building height and cost follows a direct gradient. The RBC GW system
was chosen from the 8th level, with a water savings of 60.45%. These results are compatible with
Frediler et al. (2006) findings as the RBC system was feasible starting from 5 story building based on
the potable water prices. While the MBR system requires a significantly larger capacity to become
economically viable.

4.4.4 Inflation rates variations:
The inflation rates have a substantial impact on the lifecycle cost of the water system. The
inputted inflation rates are based on the recent UK rates. The influence of variance from -10% to 20%
from the current rates was investigated as presented in Figure 19. The TAW has been raised until a
particular threshold, at 1.46 percent inflation rates, at which point it has been decreased. This
occurred because at this rate the optimum solution utilizes the recycling option which maximizes the
savings, and reduces the overall lifecycle costs. It can be demonstrated that with the inflation rates
escalation; it will be more favorable to implement the investment option of recycling.
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Sensitivity of Inflation rates
Total Annual Worth (GBP)

$92,850.00
$92,800.00
$92,750.00
$92,700.00
$92,650.00
$92,600.00
$92,550.00
1

1.05

1.1

1.15

1.2

1.25

1.3

1.35

1.4

1.45

1.5

Inflation Rates (%)

Figure 19:Sensitiviy of change of inflation rates on the TAW

4.4.5 Irrigation Demand variations:
The irrigation demand varies significantly based on the plant type used, location, evaporation,
plant density, and sunlight exposure. It is very difficult to consider most of these aspects. So, the
studied sensitivity is based on the plant's type water demands. The high water demand plants require
a vast amount of water to keep it flourish and healthy, while the low demanded plants needed much
less irrigated water. The sensitivity changes are presented below in Figure 20. The solutions of low
and medium water demand plants do not favor the selection of any GW systems. The medium
category has a higher cost as the increase in demand is fully supplied by freshwater which increases
the cost compared to the low category. This illustrates that all the evaluated GW systems are not
either economically or efficiently sufficient. While for the highly demanded plant categories, the
optimal solution determines the use of the RBC GW system by collecting both the shower and bathtub
water. The selected fixture types are the same as the base case. This interprets that it is more costefficient to collect water from bath sources, shower and bath tub, than selecting one source only with
a higher flow-rated fixture. This outcome is valid as with increasing the recycling application demands;
it could be more cost-effective to utilize GW application.
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1.55

Total Annual Worth (GBP)

Plant Irrigation demand
$96,000.00
$94,000.00
$92,000.00
$90,000.00
$88,000.00
$86,000.00
$84,000.00
$82,000.00
$80,000.00
$78,000.00
Low

Medium

High

Category of irrigated water demand
Figure 20:Sensitivty of irrigation demand variation on the TAW

4.4.6 Source Qualities:
The source qualities differ according to the potable water quality and the resident's uses, such as
the used detergents types, self-care ingredients, frequencies, and timing of uses. These qualities
change from one place to another based on the users’ income state, behaviors, level of education,
gender, and age. The assumed variation is constant for all the sources' qualities indices. The quality
variation is a vital parameter to investigate as it directly affects the selection of the GW system type
and the lifecycle cost. Thus, the sensitivity parameters examined are no quality constraint assumed,
reducing the quality by 15% and 25% as presented in Figure 21. The quality constraints negligence
assumed that all the GW systems provide a suitable quality that satisfied the standards of reuse. The
quality negligence case results in the least cost with selecting the electro-coagulation GW system and
corresponding savings of 61%. However, the studied variation in source quality does not affect the
results of the TAW as there is no utilization of GW systems. This can describe that the
electrocoagulation system efficiency does not provide a compatible effluent quality with all the
examined cases. Also, the restricted urban reuses standards were not efficiently economical to
implement a GW system.
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Source Quality Variations of all indices
TOTAL ANNUAL WORTH

$94,000.00
$92,000.00
$90,000.00
$88,000.00
$86,000.00
$84,000.00
$82,000.00
$80,000.00
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Const.
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Reuse
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Only)

-25%

-15%

Base Case

Figure 21: Sensitivity of source quality variation on the TAW results

4.5 Factorial design:
The factorial design is concerned with studying the interacting effect of two or more factors on
the outcomes. It is fundamentally applied in experimental design to consider the effect of various
levels and combinations of diverse factors in order to avoid misleading outputs. Examining the
sensitivity by assuming ceteris paribus, which means changing one factor while keeping the others
constant, is seen as a limitation in a factorial design. Also, it is more expressive than testing each aspect
separately (Montgomery, 2013). Thus, it is applied to explore the benefits and sustainability of each
aspect of the decentralized water management problem. The factorial design is applied by
categorizing each factor into two categories, either high or low. The previously implemented
sensitivity is utilized as a guide to classify each factor based on the selection of GW systems or the
economic viability of the GW. For instance, the freshwater tariff studied in the sensitivity is attained
utilizing the GW at a 20% increase from the base case which is equal to 1.79 GBP. As a result,
freshwater charges were classified as high if they were greater than or equal to 1.79 GBP, and low
otherwise. The adopted methodology simply assesses the effect of two or three factors at a time. The
explored factors and their classification are presented in Table 12.
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Table 12: Categorization of each factor

Freshwater
Charges (GBP)
Low
High

Sewage Charges
(GBP)

< 1.7952
>= 1.7952

Number of
Residents

Annual increase
of Fresh &
Sewage charges
(%)

< 84
>= 84

<3
>=3

< 1.05
>= 1.05

Inflation
Rates (%)
< 1.46
>= 1.46

The explored combination of factors on the total annual worth are:
1- Freshwater charges and sewage charges.
2- The number of residents and sewage charges.
3- The annual increase of fresh and sewage tariffs with the inflation rate.
Four observations of each case are investigated. The combination investigates the varied effects
of each factor's categories as well as their impact on the entire annual worth. The factors of the first
two cases are parallel; the first case is presented in the following Figure 22. This illustrated that their
combinations do not have a correlated effect on the objective function. While the third case is
intersected as shown in Figure 23. Therefore, it can be interpreted that variation in the inflation rate,
and annual tariffs increase should be studied simultaneously not one at a time to provide a
representative analysis. Furthermore, it can be utilized to determine the annual increase by
authorities or private water utilities companies to promote sustainable options.

TOTAL ANNUAL WORTH

Number of residents & sewage water charges
Interaction
150,000.00
100,000.00
50,000.00
Low

High
FACTORS CATEGORIES

Number of residents

Sewage charges

Figure 22: Sensitivity of variance in the number of residents and sewage charges on TAW
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TOTAL ANNUAL WORTH

Annual increase and Inflation rates Interaction
120,000.00
115,000.00
110,000.00
105,000.00
100,000.00
95,000.00
90,000.00
85,000.00
80,000.00
75,000.00
Low

High
FACTORS CATEGORIES (%)

Annual increase

Inflation Rates

Figure 23:Sensitivity of variance in number in Annual increase of water cost and Inflation rates on TAW

Three factors were also inspected to determine the most contributing factor on the annual cost.
The number of residents, the annual increase of municipalities supplies tariffs, and inflation rates were
investigated. These factors were chosen because by observing and analyzing the findings; they were
some of the most governing factors. it can be shown that the annual increase of water tariffs is more
sensitive than the price of freshwater itself. Thus, the inflation rates were added as they are interacting
factors. The following Table 13 summarizes the design matrix, results of the annual cost, and the
average contribution of each factor.
Table 13: Three factorial design matrix and its contribution percentage

Run

b
-1

c
-1

Label

1

a
1

a

106,789.70

55.0%

2

-1

1

-1

b

103,862.70

43.7%

3

1

1

-1

ab

134,976.13

1.3%

4

-1

-1

1

c

83,751.14

0%

5
6
7

1
-1
1

-1
1
1

1
1
1

ac
bc
abc

106,690.83
103,762.67

0%
0%

134,877.81

0%

Annual Worth (GBP)

8
-1
-1
-1
l
83,851.11
A: No. of residents, B: Annual increase of charges, C: Inflation rates
Factor levels: 1: High, -1: Low
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Contribution %

Each case run depicts the effect of a certain factor in relation to the others. Consequently, all
the cases are considered to examine the effect of each factor on the objective. For instance, the effect
of the number of residents, factor A, is calculated based on the average values from all cases utilizing
statistical equations (Montgomery,2013). The contribution percentage defines the effect of each
factor on the total sum of squares. The results present that number of residents and the annual
increase of water charges accounted for about 55% and 43.7% of the total variability, respectively.
Therefore, it may be inferred that the number of residents had the greatest impact on the lifecycle
cost.
Also, the verification case shows that the model is providing a logical solution and working
efficiently. So, it was validated by comparing it was a previously developed assessment as presented
in the next section.

4.6 Validation by Comparison
4.6.1

Project Information:
A project was collected from the literature. Zadeh (2013) provides a financial and environmental

assessment of applying the GW system in mixed-use buildings. This project has been selected because
it offers considerable details about the consumption behaviors, fixtures applied, GW systems, and
their components. It offers a case study of mixed-use blocks which contain a residential building and
commercial building. The collected greywater is shared between the two buildings to utilize the excess
supply of residential GW into the commercial demands. However, it provides analysis for many
scenarios considering both individually and combined buildings. Thus, only the multi-story residential
building was studied to compare the results with the proposed model. The building has 10 floors with
an area of 10,240 𝑚 and contains 18 flats per floor. Each flat area is 57 𝑚 . The occupancy rate of
2.4 residences per apartment was assumed (Zadeh,2013), according to UK standards. Consequently,
the number of residences would equal 432 residents. The GW systems compared are MBR and CW
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that have diverse characteristics. In this case, the GW is intended to substitute the demanded toilet
flushing water only.

4.6.2

Model Input Parameters:
The model required many input parameters. Consequently, to reduce the input parameters and

ease the model usability, an EXCEL spreadsheet library was developed to include various types of
micro-components and greywater treatment systems. Each water appliance has been defined by the
required aspects. The case study parameters were fed into the EXCEL sheet as shown in Table 14. The
inflation rate, sewage, and freshwater costs were assumed based on UK costs at the year of
evaluation. Also, according to the case study inputs, an annual increase of 8.5% of water and sewage
tariff costs was assumed.
Table 14: Validation case study inputs parameters

Number of Residence/
building (Capita)
No. of floors
No. of apartments/ Floor
No. of days (365-366)

432

Number of fixtures types

10

10
18
365

Freshwater Cost (GBP)
Sewage Cost (GBP)
Inflation rate (%)
Annual Inc. of Water/sewage
Cost (%)
Energy Cost/kwh (GBP)
Studied Service life
(Years)

1.62
1.13
4.0%

No. of Bathrooms / Floor

18

No. of Kitchen / Floor

18

Greywater utilization

Toilet flushing

8.5%
0.13
15

The average frequency of uses and expected use duration per capita are inputted as shown in
Table 15. There is no expected duration for the sources whose consumption is calculated per use, so
it is set to be equal to 1. Weekends and seasons variations were not taken into account in the analysis
to line up with the case study assumptions. Moreover, Other fixed water usages of 2 liters per capita
per day, such as cleaning or car washings, were added.
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Table 15: Resident average uses and expected usage variations

4.7 Scenarios Compared:
The developed model is compared with part of the assessment presented by Zadeh (2103). The
part of the residential building case was analyzed to allow for the comparison. Few constraints such
as the treated effluent quality check with reuse standards have been excluded. According to Zadeh
(2013), both systems assessed provide appropriate quality for flushing reuses. The following two
scenarios have been analyzed:
1) Same assessment assumption of using only the typical micro-component type and considering
two types of GW systems which are: MBR & Vertical Constructed Wetland (CW).
2) Several types of fixtures and GW systems are evaluated.

4.8

Validation results
The model has been run for several scenarios. Scenario 1 assumed the same assumptions as the

assessment case of excluding the effect of micro-components options to investigate the effect of the
water flow, GW savings, and the equivalent cost. While in the second scenario, all the model’s
database, fixtures and GW treatment types, were taken into account to evaluate various conservation
factors and their impact on consumption, savings, and cost.
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The user can access the CPLEX software by clicking on the macros button named “OPEN CPLEX”
in the Excel sheet and then run the code. The outputted optimization log is presented in the “Engine
log” and “Statistics” tabs. The engine log summarizes the pre-processing data and presents the
optimization steps, such as nodes of branches, objective, best integer solution, cuts, and the optimality
gap. After the optimization is stopped, it outputs the total running time, memory usage, and the

Post-processing
outputs

Solution steps using Branching
and Cut algorithms

Preprocessing Data

number of feasible solutions found. Part of the engine log is illustrated in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Part of CPLEX Engine log report for Scenario 2

While the statistics tab graphically presents the improvement of the solution over the
processing time. Figure 25 presents the statistics tab output for scenario 2. The final solution is then
exported and displayed in the excel sheet named “Results”.
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Figure 25: Statistics tab display of Scenario 2 optimization

In the first scenario, the model was constrained to select the typically used fixtures, type1. The
outputted results are shown in Table 17. Both models provided the same quantity of freshwater uses
and savings of 19% compared to the nominal scenario, with no GW recycling and use of the
conventional fixture type. Also, the obtained recycled demand (GU) for flushing, as shown in Table 16,
is similarly equal to case study results of 12.4 m3/day.
Table 16: Fresh and recycled Water consumption quantities per applicant (m3/day)

While, the second scenario offers a higher water saving of 58.17 %, of which 10% is attained
from treating GW and the remaining is from using advanced micro-components. It can be shown that
the optimum combination of fixtures accounts for higher freshwater savings than treated GW because
the efficiency types reduce the flow rate, energy, and treated quantity with having a short payback
period and relatively negligent operational costs. According to the literature, the savings could vary
significantly based on the utilized micro-components types, the consumption behaviors, objective
function used, benchmark case considered, and intended reuses options for recycled water.
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The developed model selected the same source usage of collecting and recycling the shower
water as Zadeh's (2013) assessment. In the assessment, the recycled quantity is reused in both flushing
and office building uses. While the model collects the needed reuse demand and dumps any surplus
quantity. Moreover, the treatment system selected in the first case is the MBR treatment as it has a
lower cost compared to the constructed wetland because the cost of land required to construct the
system is too high which outweighs the relatively low operating cost compared to the MBR. In the
second scenario, the RBC was chosen since it is less expensive and provides the stipulated reuse
quality.
Table 17: Validation of results comparison

Zadeh (2013)
Total Annual worth

Residential

Minimization

building

Developed Model

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Results
Fresh water Quantity (m3 /day)
Fresh water saving (%)
NPV (£K)

51.48

51.48

27.23

19.73%

19.73%

58.17%

117.63

GW treatment type

MBR

Tank A capacity (m3)
Tank B capacity (m3)

143.82

697

MBR

RBC

14

1

1

-

1

1

The comparison demonstrates that the model provides logical results, and the same quantity
of water was conserved from the conventional case. The total NPV, on the other hand, differs from
the model's output, owing to differences in the estimated pipping cost, tank capacity, and some
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operational costs. The piping cost in the case study was calculated by taking into account all of the
piping used in the water system which may vary in size. While the optimization evaluation in the
developed model calculates the piping costs for building with assuming constant diameter usage of 4
inches for drainage pipes and ¾ inch for water supplies pipes. The case study assumed tanks’ capacities
based on accounting for 10% losses over the demanded GW per day with assuming tank A to be an
underground tank. This was a huge difference, yet based on the considered resident time of water,
less than 24 hours, in tank A. The determined capacity was considered valid and compatible with both
Dixon et al. (1999) and Fewkes e al. (1982) findings that the sufficient GW tanks capacities could range
between 0.15 to 1 m3 for many residential buildings. Unfortunately, the detailed cost specification of
the piping cost and tanks costs for each building individually was not mentioned in the assessment.
Consequently, an approach was applied to clarify the difference in cost calculation and to
assign the cost of piping and tanks for the residential building only. The total water usage per capita
for the residential and office building is calculated. The percentage of the residential from the total
usage is determined as shown in Table 18. This percentage is used to determine the cost of piping and
tanks for the residential building only.
Table 18: Residential building contribution percentage of the assessment case

Standards water usage
Residential Building
Offices

Built-up
area (m3)
1024
13860

No. of
Residents
432
924

Total water
usage (m3/d)
51.48
12.92

Contribution
percentage
80%
20%

Thus, the NPV is adjusted by adding the cost of piping and GW tanks to both of the assessment
and model results as presented in Table 19. By comparing both adjusted NPV, the results show that
the developed optimization model and optimized GW system lead to a 15.37% value-added compared
to the assessment cost.
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Table 19: Calculation of the adjusted NPV

NPV

Residential

Assesment NPV
Model NPV

117.63
143.82

Tank
cost
17.72433236 3.42263
11.143
0.2
Piping cost

Adjusted NPV
134.5344349
155.207

Value-added
15.37%

In addition, both models provide a positive NPV which indicates that treated GW results in
higher cost savings compared to the typical system, which uses mains water only. However, the
second scenario accounts for huge financial savings as it utilizes the advanced fixtures types. There is
a significant saving attained due to using the RBC system, NPV cost of 55,918 GPP, compared instead
of the MBR system which has an NPV of 112,390 GPP. The cost difference between the two systems
is more than doubled. In addition, The significant difference in savings can be justified as the selected
combination of advanced fixtures types offers a huge reduction of freshwater quantity. Due to the
high cost of potable water and its annual increase compared to the cost of fixtures utilized, the cost
savings could be justified.
Regarding the cost minimization, the utilization of GW is reasonable in this large building size
with high resident capacity and is expected to attain savings in the long run when compared to the
predicted water charges.

4.9 Results and discussion:
According to the examined quality variations of the verification case, simple treatment and
electro-coagulation did not provide a sufficient suitable water quality for reuse. The GW source
collection is altered only when the demand increase. Therefore, in all of the investigated scenarios,
the shower use is collected except for the high irrigation demand case. The other backup supply was
the bathtub which is also not a highly polluted source. This can be interpreted that it is cost-effective
to collect the least contaminated source as it satisfies the demanded quantities. Moreover, the same
fixtures’ types are selected in most of the runs. This describes that the saved quantity outweighs the
higher cost of low flow micro-component. It can be concluded that the capacity of tanks is limited in
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size due to the relatively constant usage rate assumed and low resident time constraints. The capacity
of both tanks A and B is usually less than 1 m3 due to the regular supply of treated GW and the
constrained short resident storage time used. Collection tank A usually requires a larger capacity than
that of Tank B. Those results echoed those of Fewkes et al. (1982), as cited in Friedler et al.(2006),
findings that one cubic meter is a sufficient capacity for the GW collection tanks for flushing demands
of big sizes buildings.
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Conclusion
Chapter (5)
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5 Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1 Summary and conclusion:
Water is a valuable resource that should not be wasted or mismanaged. The water management
problem is critical for conserving and allocating water resources to provide a sustainable and
economically efficient system. Previous contributions have studied the water management problem
from various aspects, yet some gaps and limitations were defined which needs further exploration.
Some of the limitations have been addressed, and the following is a summary of what was performed
in this study.
The research presented a mathematical model that took into account the majority of the
decentralized water management aspects in residential buildings, from the micro-components types
to reusing appliances. First, the average consumption behavior per resident is represented in a
dynamic manner that considers the weekends and seasonal usage. Moreover, irrigation consumption
is determined based on the landscape coefficient method that varies monthly according to diverse
irrigation factors. Second, several micro-components types were considered since they have a
significant impact on the amount of water consumed and the lifecycle cost. Third, the fit-for-purpose
concept is used to determine which GW source should be separated and recycled according to the
demand and supply variables over the building’s lifetime. Also, tracking the water flow for 1 year
through the system allows determining the pre and after-treatment tanks’ capacities. The water
quality was a critical issue to trigger as it was presented to ensure providing sufficient recycled water
for the intended reuses. In addition to ensuring that the collected raw GW quality does not degrade
during operation. Fourth, comparing between various refining systems according to their removal
efficiency, capital, and operating costs. Fifth, a mathematical optimization model was developed
employing the optimization capabilities of CPLEX and Excel as a user interface. Also, the dynamic
naming range of data in Excel was utilized in defining the model inputs which make it adaptable to any
upgrading or downgrading of the database. The established model solves the MIP problem by utilizing
the branching and cut technique to find the optimal solution.
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It was concluded that no matter how many residents inhabited the building; many other factors
should be taken into consideration to determine the optimal water system of each case study. It can
be generally said that the low flow fixtures are shown to be an attractive solution as their freshwater
savings usually outweigh its cost, based on the freshwater cost studied. As long as there is an ongoing
development in GW treatment system; in terms of efficiency and relatively low operating cost,
sustainable options could be much profitable in the long run.
The model was verified on a hypothetical case study to employ all the model options. A
sensitivity analysis has been performed to detect the effect of several factors, either individually or
correlated, on the annual cost. The factorial design explored some of the two factors' interactions and
then the three most controlling aspects. The inflation rates, the annual increase of the water charges,
and the number of residents were inspected in three factorial design experiments. It determines that
the most sensitive factors on the total annual worth were the number of residents, and then the
annual increase of water tariffs contributing of 55% and 43.7% of the total variability for the studied
case, respectively. Thus, the model results were of merit and provided useful solutions. Moreover, the
model has been validated by comparing it to a case study from a previous research. It provides logical
outputs with the same source selection, and water-saving quantities determined. Moreover, the result
of utilizing various fixtures and treatment system types provides a much higher cost and freshwater
quantity savings.

5.2 Research outcomes and Contributions:
The following summarizes the contribution of this research:


Create a database of several water conservation parameters including various fixtures and
GW system types.



Develop a mathematical optimization model able to define the water conservation aspect in
buildings compared to a nominal scenario based on the user’s objective.
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Use mathematical linearization approaches to eliminate the non-linearity of particular
constraints, which facilitate the optimization process and reduce the running time.



Integrate a user-friendly software, EXCEL, with the coding platform CPLEX which can make it
easy to use, and flexible to any form of adjustments or upgrading.

5.3 Limitation and Recommendations:
A limitation of the developed model is that some of the inputted data, such as consumption
water quality, is based on the average values which may vary in real life. Another shortcoming of this
study is that the reuse of recycled water in various appliances, such as laundry and washing machines,
was not evaluated. Furthermore, C-plex software is not commonly used by construction engineers as
it utilizes linear programming optimization approaches that require a lot of effort and time to establish
a model. Also, the water quality variation overtime was not studied in this research. Moreover, the
quality of the disposed water was not evaluated against the required environmental discharge
standards. Moreover, the main drainage and water supply pipping sizes were assumed constant
through the system. In addition, there was limited access to data to validate the model as a lot of
information is required. In order to validate the model, a lot of effort was exerted to collect
specifications of various GW systems from commercial suppliers, yet little assistance was provided.
Thus, the GW system specification were collected from previous research. Finally, it was assumed that
no leakage occurred during system operation, so it should be monitored through the system, and may
some Automated Meter Reading (AMR) technology could be used to detect any leaks and notify the
user (Automatic Meter Reading, 2021).

Regarding the recommendation, it is suggested that the model be upgraded by considering
other recycling alternatives, such as: rainwater harvesting and centralized treatment options. It can
also be encouraged to explore the effect of the daily timing of consumption patterns on the model
solutions. Moreover, It is recommended in future research to evaluate the saving outputted by the
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model and compare it with the green standards for water conversions, like LEED, BREAM, and EGPGB.
Further exploration to assess the risk that the recycled quality does not strictly meet the intended
reuse standards. Moreover, the change of consumption over time may be explored. Furthermore, it
is recommended to add other features like the electricity demand for hot water. In addition, it is
encouraged to asses the potential savings of energy required due to reduction of the pumped fresh
water from municipalities and wastewater quantities to sewage. Eventually, investigating the
possibility of collecting the GW from various sources daily, not for the lifetime of the building. This
means that the model could select the source of GW to be treated based on the predicted daily
quantity and quality of each use. In the existing model, the binary variable for separating and collecting
GW from source i in day t (𝛽 ) could alter every day. This can be practically implemented by following
the engineering concept of smart buildings and the Internet of Things (IoT).
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Appendix A:
C-plex model code using OPL language:
/*********************************************
* OPL 12.10.0.0 Model
* Author: mahmo
* Creation Date: Apr 26, 2021 at 7:56:17 PM
*********************************************/
{string} sources=...; //sources name.
{string} Gwsystem =...; // Gwsystem type.
{string} waterquality=...; //water quality from each source.
int n=...; // number of fixture types.
int lifetime=...; // number of days.
int number_residents=...; // number of building residents.
int number_of_floors=...;
range time=1..lifetime;
range Fixtures=1..n;
float inflation=...; //Discount rate
float energy_cost=...;
float freshwater_cost=...;
float disposal_cost=...; // seweage cost
int building_servicelife=...;
range years=1..building_servicelife-1;
tuple useduration {
float frequencyofuse;
float Averageuseduration;
}
tuple fixturetype {
float flowrates;
float fixture_costs;
int servicelife;
int Replacment_year1;
int Replacment_year2;
int Replacment_year3;
int Replacment_year4;
int Replacment_year5;
int Rep_factor_year1;
int Rep_factor_year2;
int Rep_factor_year3;
int Rep_factor_year4;
int Rep_factor_year5;
}
tuple Gw_systemtype {
float Capacity;
float Gw_Capital;
float Energyconsumed;
float Consumables;
float Yearly_monitoring_cost;
int servicelife;
float Comp_1_Rplacment_cost;
float Comp_1_servicelife;
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float Comp_2_Rplacment_cost;
float Comp_2_servicelife;
float Comp_3_Rplacment_cost;
float Comp_3_servicelife;
int GW_Rep_fact_y1;
int GW_Rep_fact_y2;
int GW_Rep_fact_y3;
int GW_Rep_fact_y4;
int GW_Rep_fact_y5;
int Rep_y1;
int Rep_y2;
int Rep_y3;
int Rep_y4;
int Rep_y5;
}
// useduration Useduration[time][sources]:
float fr[time][sources]=...;
float Av[time][sources]=...;
useduration Useduration[t in time][i in sources]=<fr[t][i],Av[t][i]>;
execute
{
writeln(Useduration);
}
// fixture type:
float fl[Fixtures][sources]=...;
float Fc[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int Fs[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int R1[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int R2[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int R3[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int R4[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int R5[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int RF1[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int RF2[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int RF3[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int RF4[Fixtures][sources]=...;
int RF5[Fixtures][sources]=...;
fixturetype Fix[j in Fixtures][i in
sources]=<fl[j][i],Fc[j][i],Fs[j][i],R1[j][i],R2[j][i],R3[j][i],R4[j][i],R5[j][i],
RF1[j][i],RF2[j][i],RF3[j][i],RF4[j][i],RF5[j][i]>;
execute
{
writeln(Fix);
}
// GW system types:
float GW_Cap[Gwsystem]=...;
float Gw_C[Gwsystem]=...;
float Ec[Gwsystem]=...;
float Con[Gwsystem]=...;
float Ym[Gwsystem]=...;
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int Sl[Gwsystem]=...;
float C1_Rcost[Gwsystem]=...;
float C1_sl[Gwsystem]=...;
float C2_Rcost[Gwsystem]=...;
float C2_sl[Gwsystem]=...;
float C3_Rcost[Gwsystem]=...;
float C3_sl[Gwsystem]=...;
int R_GW_Fa1[Gwsystem]=...;
int R_GW_Fa2[Gwsystem]=...;
int R_GW_Fa3[Gwsystem]=...;
int R_GW_Fa4[Gwsystem]=...;
int R_GW_Fa5[Gwsystem]=...;
int R_yr1[Gwsystem]=...;
int R_yr2[Gwsystem]=...;
int R_yr3[Gwsystem]=...;
int R_yr4[Gwsystem]=...;
int R_yr5[Gwsystem]=...;
Gw_systemtype GW[h in
Gwsystem]=<GW_Cap[h],Gw_C[h],Ec[h],Con[h],Ym[h],Sl[h],C1_Rcost[h],C1_sl[h],C2_Rcos
t[h],C2_sl[h],C3_Rcost[h],C3_sl[h],R_GW_Fa1[h],R_yr1[h],
R_GW_Fa2[h],R_yr2[h],R_GW_Fa3[h],R_yr3[h],R_GW_Fa4[h],R_yr4[h],R_GW_Fa5[h],R_yr5[h
]>;
execute
{

writeln(GW);

}
float RE[H in Gwsystem][z in waterquality]=...;
float sourcesquality[sources][waterquality]=...;
float reusequalitystandard[waterquality]=...;
float Reclamationfactor=...;
float capitaltankcosts_m3=...;
float PS_pippingcost_m=...;
float pr=...;
float pump_cost=...;
float pump_efficency=...;
float head_height=...;
float pumping_lifetime=...;
float building_height=...;
float annual_inc_water_cost=...;
float annual_inc_energy_cost=...;
int no_bathrooms_floor=...;
int no_kitchen_floor=...;
float Irrigation_demand[time]=...;
int UF=...;
float fixed_cons=2;
int m=...;
int z=...;
int s=...;
int p=...;
range M=1..m;
range Z=1..z;
range S=1..s;
range P=1..p;
float Comp_1_Rplacment_years[Gwsystem][M]=...;
float Comp_2_Rplacment_years[Gwsystem][Z]=...;
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float Comp_3_Rplacment_years[Gwsystem][S]=...;
float pump_Rplacment_years[P]=...;
float quantity_inc_year=...;
// Variable
dvar boolean Sigma[sources,Fixtures];
dvar boolean Beta[sources];
dvar boolean H[Gwsystem];
dvar float+ GU[time];
dvar float+ pbefore[time];
dvar float+ pafter[time];
dvar float+ Qf[time];
dvar float+ IA[time];
dvar float+ IB[time];
dvar float+ CapA;
dvar float+ CapB;
dvar float+ Additional_Pippingcost1;
dvar float+ Additional_Pippingcost2;
dvar boolean X1;
dvar boolean X2;
dvar float+ Npv_Gwsystem;
dvar float+ Npv_freshwatercost;
dvar float+ GWs[sources][time];
dvar float+ TC[Gwsystem];
dvar float+ Econsumed_cost[Gwsystem];
dvar float+ Cons_cost[Gwsystem];
dvar float+ SS[time];
dvar float+ Twaterco[time];
dvar float+ max_p;
dvar float+ max_G;
dvar float+ Gw_Capital_cost;
dvar float+ Energyconsumed_cost;
dvar float+ Consumables_cost;
dvar float pumping_power;
dvar float Yearly_Monitor;
dvar float Saved_NPV;
dvar float+ SG[sources][time];
dvar float Fresh_Water_savings;
dvar float RC1;
dvar float RC2;
dvar float RC3;
dvar float PR;
dvar float GW_savings;
dvar float+ RG[time];
dvar float+ GW_replacemnts;
dvar float+ GW_Cap_lifecycle;
dvar float+ Total_NPV;
// Decision expressions:
dexpr float waterco_capita[i in sources][t in time]=
Useduration[t][i].frequencyofuse * Useduration[t][i].Averageuseduration*
sum (j in Fixtures) Fix[j][i].flowrates* Sigma[i,j];
dexpr float toiletflush_consm_capita_day[t in time]=
Useduration[t]["Toilet flushing"].frequencyofuse * Useduration[t]["Toilet
flushing"].Averageuseduration*
sum ( j in Fixtures) Fix[j]["Toilet flushing"].flowrates* Sigma["Toilet
flushing",j];
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dexpr float waterco[i in sources][t in time]= waterco_capita[i][t]*
number_residents;
dexpr float Npv_Fixtures_Optim= sum (i in sources, j in Fixtures)
Fix[j][i].fixture_costs* Sigma[i,j] + sum (i in
sources, j in Fixtures)
(Fix[j][i].fixture_costs*
Sigma[i,j]*Fix[j][i].Rep_factor_year1/
pow((1+inflation),(Fix[j][i].Replacment_year1)))
+ sum (i in sources, j in Fixtures)
(Fix[j][i].fixture_costs*
Sigma[i,j]*Fix[j][i].Rep_factor_year2/
pow((1+inflation),(Fix[j][i].Replacment_year2)))
+ sum (i in sources, j in Fixtures)
(Fix[j][i].fixture_costs*
Sigma[i,j]*Fix[j][i].Rep_factor_year3/
pow((1+inflation),(Fix[j][i].Replacment_year3)))
+ sum (i in sources, j in Fixtures)
(Fix[j][i].fixture_costs*
Sigma[i,j]*Fix[j][i].Rep_factor_year4/
pow((1+inflation),(Fix[j][i].Replacment_year4)))
+ sum (i in sources, j in Fixtures)
(Fix[j][i].fixture_costs*
Sigma[i,j]*Fix[j][i].Rep_factor_year5/
pow((1+inflation),(Fix[j][i].Replacment_year5)));
dexpr float Npv_Fixtures= sum (i in sources)
Fix[1][i].fixture_costs + sum (i in sources)
(Fix[1][i].fixture_costs*Fix[1][i].Rep_factor_year1/
pow((1+inflation),(Fix[1][i].Replacment_year1)))
+ sum (i in sources)
(Fix[1][i].fixture_costs*Fix[1][i].Rep_factor_year2/
pow((1+inflation),(Fix[1][i].Replacment_year2)))
+ sum (i in sources)
(Fix[1][i].fixture_costs*Fix[1][i].Rep_factor_year3/
pow((1+inflation),(Fix[1][i].Replacment_year3)))
+ sum (i in sources)
(Fix[1][i].fixture_costs*Fix[1][i].Rep_factor_year4/
pow((1+inflation),(Fix[1][i].Replacment_year4)))
+ sum (i in sources)
(Fix[1][i].fixture_costs*Fix[1][i].Rep_factor_year5/
pow((1+inflation),(Fix[1][i].Replacment_year5)));
dexpr float Freshwater_quantity= (1/1000)*
(sum (i in sources: i != "Toilet flushing", j in
Fixtures, t in time)
Useduration[t][i].frequencyofuse *
Useduration[t][i].Averageuseduration*
Fix[j][i].flowrates* Sigma[i,j] * number_residents +
fixed_cons* number_residents*lifetime )+ sum (t in time ) Qf[t];
dexpr float Conventional_Scenario= sum (t in time)
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Useduration[t]["Toilet flushing"].frequencyofuse *
Useduration[t]["Toilet flushing"].Averageuseduration*
Fix[1]["Toilet flushing"].flowrates * number_residents*(1/1000)
+sum (t in time ) Irrigation_demand[t]*(1/1000)
+ sum (i in sources: i != "Toilet flushing", t in time)
Useduration[t][i].frequencyofuse *
Useduration[t][i].Averageuseduration*
Fix[1][i].flowrates * number_residents*(1/1000) ;
dexpr float Optimized_Scenario= sum (i in sources: i != "Toilet flushing", j in
Fixtures, t in time)
Useduration[t][i].frequencyofuse *
Useduration[t][i].Averageuseduration*
Fix[j][i].flowrates* Sigma[i,j] *
number_residents*(1/1000) + sum (t in time ) Qf[t];
dexpr float Total_Annual_Worth_fix= Npv_Fixtures_Optim*
((inflation*((1+inflation)^(building_servicelife)))/(((1+inflation)^(building_serv
icelife))));
dexpr float Total_Annual_Worth_GW= Npv_Gwsystem * sum( h in Gwsystem)
((inflation*(1+inflation)^(GW[h].servicelife))/(((1+inflation)^(GW[h].servicelife)
-1)));
dexpr float Total_Annual_Worth_Fres= Npv_freshwatercost*
((inflation*(1+inflation)^(building_servicelife))/(((1+inflation)^(building_servic
elife)-1))) ;
dexpr float savings[y in years]= (Conventional_ScenarioOptimized_Scenario)*(freshwater_cost+disposal_cost)*
(pow((1+annual_inc_water_cost),y));
dexpr float Freshwatercost_inc [y in years]=
(freshwater_cost*(pow((1+annual_inc_water_cost),y)));
dexpr float Disposalwatercost_inc[y in years] =
disposal_cost*(pow((1+annual_inc_water_cost),y));
dexpr float Energycost_inc[y in years] =
energy_cost*(pow((1+annual_inc_energy_cost),y));
dexpr float Npv_Disposal_Cost= sum (t in time, y in years)
(SS[t]+(Reclamationfactor*RG[t]-GU[t])) *Disposalwatercost_inc[y] *sum(y in years)
1/(pow((1+inflation),y));
dexpr float Total_Annual_Worth_Disp= Npv_Disposal_Cost*
((inflation*(1+inflation)^(building_servicelife))/(((1+inflation)^(building_servic
elife)-1)))
;
dexpr float NPV_savings= (Conventional_ScenarioOptimized_Scenario)*(freshwater_cost+disposal_cost)+
sum(y in years)(savings[y]* 1/(pow((1+inflation),y)))
;
dexpr float
Total_Annual_Worth=Total_Annual_Worth_fix+Total_Annual_Worth_GW+Total_Annual_Worth
_Fres+Total_Annual_Worth_Disp;
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// Time constraint to stop the optimization running
execute {cplex.tilim= 1200;}
// Objective (Min.Total Annual worth):
minimize
Freshwater_quantity*W1+ Total_Annual_Worth*W2;
// Constriants
subject to {
Only_one_type_of_Fixtureperuse:
forall (i in sources)
sum(j in Fixtures) Sigma[i][j]==1;
Only_one_type_of_Gwsystem:
sum (h in Gwsystem) H[h] <=1;
// Greywater Collection:
forall ( t in time, i in sources)
waterco[i][t]*(1/1000) == GWs[i][t] + SG[i][t];
forall ( t in time) SS[t]== sum(i in sources) SG[i][t];
Beta["kitchentap"]==0 && Beta["Toilet flushing"]==0;
forall ( t in time,i in sources)
GWs[i][t] <= 1000000* Beta[i];
forall (h in Gwsystem, i in sources)
sum (h in Gwsystem) H[h] <= sum(i in sources, t in time) Beta[i];
forall ( t in time)
RG[t] == sum(i in sources) GWs[i][t];
Material_balance_TankA:
forall (t in time:(t-1) in time)
IA[t] == IA[t-1]+ RG[t]-pbefore[t];
IA[1]== RG[1]-pbefore[1];
forall ( t in time)
RG[t] <= 100000000 * sum (h in Gwsystem) H[h];
forall (t in time)
IA[t]>=0;
forall (t in time)
Qf[t]>=0;
forall (t in time)
CapA >= IA[t];
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forall (t in time)
CapA >= 1*sum (h in Gwsystem) H[h];
forall (t in time)
max_p >= pafter[t];
//Quality_Constraints:
forall(t in time,h in Gwsystem, z in waterquality)
(1-RE[h][z])*sum (i in sources) (sourcesquality[i][z]*GWs[i][t]) <=
(reusequalitystandard[z]*RG[t]+ 10000000*(1-H[h]));
//24 hours_quality_constriant:
forall ( t in time: t+1 in time)
pafter[t] <= (1/1000)*(toiletflush_consm_capita_day[t]*
number_residents*UF +Irrigation_demand[t]);
Material_balance_TankB:
forall (t in time:(t-1) in time)
IB[t] == IB[t-1]+ pafter[t] - (GU[t]);
forall (t in time)
pbefore[t] == 1/ Reclamationfactor*pafter[t];
forall ( t in time)
pafter[t] <= 100000000 * sum (h in Gwsystem) H[h];
forall (t in time)
CapB >= IB[t];
forall (t in time)
CapB >= 1*sum (h in Gwsystem) H[h];
forall ( t in time)
GU[t] + Qf[t] == (1/1000)*(toiletflush_consm_capita_day[t]*
number_residents*UF + Irrigation_demand[t]);
forall (t in time)
max_G >= GU[t];
IB[1]==pafter[1]- GU[1];
forall (t in time)
Twaterco[t]==(1/1000)* (sum (i in sources) waterco[i][t]+ fixed_cons*
number_residents)- GU[t];
///Cost Calculations:
Gw_Capital_cost == 1000* sum(h in Gwsystem) H[h]+
65*number_residents*H["CW"]+sum(h in Gwsystem) (GW[h].Gw_Capital* TC[h]);
Energyconsumed_cost== sum(h in Gwsystem)
(GW[h].Energyconsumed*Econsumed_cost[h]* energy_cost);
Consumables_cost == sum (h in Gwsystem ) (GW[h].Consumables*Cons_cost[h]);
forall(h in Gwsystem)
TC[h] >= (H[h]-1)* 10000000+ (max_p)*lifetime*GW[h].servicelife;
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forall(h in Gwsystem)
Econsumed_cost[h] >= (H[h]-1)* 10000000+ (sum(t in time) pafter[t]);
forall(h in Gwsystem)
TC[h] <= 10000000000* H[h];
forall(h in Gwsystem)
TC[h] <= (1-H[h])* 10000000+
(GW[h].Capacity*lifetime*GW[h].servicelife);
forall(h in Gwsystem)
Econsumed_cost[h] <= 10000000000* H[h];
forall(h in Gwsystem)
Cons_cost[h] >= (H[h]-1)* 100000000+ (sum(t in time) pbefore[t]);
forall(h in Gwsystem)
Cons_cost[h] <= 100000000* H[h];
Yearly_Monitor== sum (h in Gwsystem )
(GW[h].Yearly_monitoring_cost*H[h]);
forall(i in sources:i!="Dishwasher" && i!="Laundary", t in time)
X1>=(Beta[i]);
forall(i in sources:i!="Shower" && i!="Washbasintap"&& i!="Bath tub", t in
time)

X2>= (Beta[i]);
forall(i in sources:i!="Dishwasher" && i!="Laundary")
X1 <= sum (h in Gwsystem) H[h];
forall(i in sources:i!="Shower" && i!="Washbasintap"&& i!="Bath tub", t in

time)

X2 <= sum (h in Gwsystem) H[h];

Additional_Pippingcost1 == UF*(PS_pippingcost_m* building_height*
no_bathrooms_floor* X1+ pr*building_height* X1 +
no_bathrooms_floor* 2* sum(i in sources:i!="Dishwasher" && i!="Laundary")
Beta[i] *2.5* number_of_floors);
Additional_Pippingcost2 == UF* (PS_pippingcost_m* building_height*
no_kitchen_floor* X2 + pr*building_height* X2
+ no_kitchen_floor* 2* sum(i in sources:i!="Shower" && i!="Washbasintap"&&
i!="Bath tub") Beta[i]*2.5*number_of_floors)
;
pumping_power== 0.00273*((sum (t in time)
GU[t]*head_height)/(lifetime*pump_efficency));
Npv_Gwsystem <= 10000000000* sum (h in Gwsystem) H[h];
forall(h in Gwsystem) RC1== sum(h in Gwsystem) GW[h].Comp_1_Rplacment_cost*
H[h] *
sum(m in M) 1/(pow((1+inflation),Comp_1_Rplacment_years[h][m]));
forall(h in Gwsystem) RC2== sum(h in Gwsystem) GW[h].Comp_2_Rplacment_cost*
H[h]*
sum(z in Z) 1/(pow((1+inflation),Comp_2_Rplacment_years[h][z]));
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forall(h in Gwsystem) RC3== sum(h in Gwsystem) GW[h].Comp_3_Rplacment_cost*
H[h]*

sum(s in S) 1/(pow((1+inflation),Comp_3_Rplacment_years[h][s]));

forall(h in Gwsystem) PR== sum(h in Gwsystem)pump_cost* H[h]*
sum(p in P) 1/(pow((1+inflation),pump_Rplacment_years[p]));
forall(h in Gwsystem) GW_Cap_lifecycle >= (H[h]-1)*1000000+ Gw_Capital_cost;
forall(h in Gwsystem) GW_Cap_lifecycle <= 10000000000* sum (h in Gwsystem)
H[h];
GW_replacemnts ==
sum (h in Gwsystem) (GW_Cap_lifecycle*
1/(pow((1+inflation),R_yr1[h])))+
sum (h in Gwsystem) (GW_Cap_lifecycle*
1/(pow((1+inflation),R_yr2[h])))+
sum (h in Gwsystem) (GW_Cap_lifecycle*
1/(pow((1+inflation),R_yr3[h])))+
sum (h in Gwsystem) (GW_Cap_lifecycle*
1/(pow((1+inflation),R_yr4[h])))+
sum (h in Gwsystem) (GW_Cap_lifecycle*
1/(pow((1+inflation),R_yr5[h])));

R_GW_Fa1[h]*
R_GW_Fa2[h]*
R_GW_Fa3[h]*
R_GW_Fa4[h]*
R_GW_Fa5[h]*

Npv_Gwsystem >= (sum(h in Gwsystem) H[h]-1)* 100000000+
(Gw_Capital_cost+RC1+ RC2+ RC3 + GW_replacemnts + pump_cost + PR
+ (pumping_power*energy_cost*lifetime)*
sum(y in years) Energycost_inc[y]*
1/(pow((1+inflation),y))
+ Energyconsumed_cost*
sum(y in years) Energycost_inc[y]*
1/(pow((1+inflation),y))
+ Consumables_cost*
sum(y in years) 1/(pow((1+inflation),y))
+ Yearly_Monitor *
sum(y in years) 1/(pow((1+inflation),y))
+ Additional_Pippingcost1 +
Additional_Pippingcost2
+ (CapA+CapB)*capitaltankcosts_m3
+ 0.02*(CapA+CapB)*capitaltankcosts_m3 *
sum(y in years) 1/(pow((1+inflation),y))
)
;
Npv_freshwatercost== freshwater_cost*(Freshwater_quantity)+ sum(y in years)
(Freshwater_quantity* pow(quantity_inc_year,y)*Freshwatercost_inc[y])
* 1/(pow((1+inflation),y));
Saved_NPV== NPV_savings- Npv_Gwsystem- (Npv_Fixtures_Optim- Npv_Fixtures);
Fresh_Water_savings== (Conventional_Scenario Optimized_Scenario)/Conventional_Scenario;
GW_savings== (sum (t in time ) GU[t]/Conventional_Scenario);
Total_NPV== Npv_freshwatercost+ Npv_Fixtures_Optim + Npv_Disposal_Cost+
Npv_Gwsystem;
}
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Appendix B:
Landscape coefficient Method:
ETL formula to calculate the water demand for planting

𝐸𝑇 = 𝐾 ∗ 𝐸𝑇
𝐸𝑇 = Landscape water demand
𝐾 = Plant coefficient
𝐸𝑇 = Reference evapotranspiration

Calculation of plant coefficient (𝐾 )

𝐾=𝐾 *𝐾 *𝐾
𝐾 = Species/ Plant factor
𝐾 = Density factor
𝐾

= Microclimate factor

(University of California Cooperative Extension and California Department of
Water Resources 2000: 9ff)

The used plants' factors category values are presented in Table 20.
Table 20: Summary of plant coefficient factors ( Reference: University of California Cooperative Extension and
California Department of Water Resources 2000)

Factor
Species factor (Ks)
Density factor (Kd)
Microclimate factor (Kmc)

High
0.7-0.9
1.1-1.3
1.1-1.4
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Medium
0.4-0.6
1
1

Low
0.1-0.3
0.5-0.9
0.5-0.9

V.Low
0.05

